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Algorithms with advice have received ample attention in the distributed and online settings, and they have

recently proven useful also in dynamic settings. In this work we study local computation with advice: the goal

is to solve a graph problem Π with a distributed algorithm in 5 (Δ) communication rounds, for some function

5 that only depends on the maximum degree Δ of the graph, and the key question is how many bits of advice

per node are needed. Our main results are:

(1) Any locally checkable labeling problem (LCL) can be solved in graphs with sub-exponential growth

with only 1 bit of advice per node. Moreover, we can make the set of nodes that carry advice bits

arbitrarily sparse.

(2) The assumption of sub-exponential growth is necessary: assuming the Exponential-Time Hypothesis

(ETH), there are LCLs that cannot be solved in general with any constant number of bits per node.

(3) In any graph we can find an almost-balanced orientation (indegrees and outdegrees differ by at most

one) with 1 bit of advice per node, and again we can make the advice arbitrarily sparse.

(4) As a corollary, we can also compress an arbitrary subset of edges so that a node of degree 3 stores only

3/2 + 2 bits, and we can decompress it locally, in 5 (Δ) rounds.

(5) In any graph of maximum degree Δ, we can find a Δ-coloring (if it exists) with 1 bit of advice per

node, and again, we can make the advice arbitrarily sparse.

(6) In any 3-colorable graph, we can find a 3-coloring with 1 bit of advice per node. Here, it remains

open whether we can make the advice arbitrarily sparse.

Our work shows that for many problems the key threshold is not whether we can achieve, say, 1 bit of advice

per node, but whether we can make the advice arbitrarily sparse. To formalize this idea, we develop a general

framework of composable schemas that enables us to build algorithms for local computation with advice in

a modular fashion: once we have (1) a schema for solving Π1 and (2) a schema for solving Π2 assuming an

oracle for Π1, we can also compose them and obtain (3) a schema that solves Π2 without the oracle. It turns

out that many natural problems admit composable schemas, all of them can be solved with only 1 bit of advice,

and we can make the advice arbitrarily sparse.

1 INTRODUCTION

Our work explores what can and cannot be computed locally with the help of advice. Our main focus
is understanding advice in the context of classic local graph problems, such as vertex coloring.
While computation with advice has been explored in a wide range of distributed settings [14,

15, 23–27, 32, 36, 37, 40, 47–49, 51], there is hardly any prior work on solving classic local graph
problems. A rare example of prior work is [21] from 2007, which studied the question of howmuch
advice is necessary to break Linial’s [45] lower bound for coloring cycles.
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We initiate a systematic study of exactly how much advice is needed in the context of a wide
range of graph problems. As we will see in this work, the exploration of the advice complexity of
graph problems opens up connections with many other topics—it is linked with distributed proofs

[18, 35, 41–44], distributed decompression, the notion of order-invariant algorithms [50], and also
with the exponential-time hypothesis [38] in computational complexity theory.

1.1 Local computation with advice

Let us first formalize the setting we study:

A graph problem Π can be solved with V bits of advice if there exists a) (Δ)-round distributed
algorithmA, such that for any graph� that admits a solution to Π, there is an assignment of
V-bit labels on vertices, such that the output of A on the labeled graph is a solution to Π.

We will work in the usual LOCAL model of distributed computing. In an =-node graph, the nodes
are labeled with unique identifiers from {1, 2, . . . , poly(=)}. We emphasize that the advice may
depend on the assignment of identifiers, and algorithm A can freely make use of both the advice
and the identifiers.
Now we seek to understand this question:

What is the smallest V such that Π can be solved with V bits of advice?

Note that if Π is, for example, the 3-coloring problem, it is trivial to solve with V = 2 bits of advice
per node, as we can directly encode the solution. The key question is how much better we can do.
Our work shows that for many problems the key threshold is not whether we can achieve, say,

1 bit of advice per node, but whether we can make the advice arbitrarily sparse, that is, make the
ratio between 1s and 0s assigned to the nodes of the graph to be an arbitrarily small constant. As
such, a decent part of this paper addresses the following questions.

Which problems can be solved with 1 bit of advice distributed to an arbitrary sparse set of
vertices? Are there any problems that cannot be solved with 1 bit of advice?

The notion of the sparsity of the advice is discussed later in the paper. In this context, our paper
shows that some problems can be solved with arbitrarily sparse advice. On the other hand, we also
show that assuming the Exponential-TimeHypothesis, for any constant 2 , there exist problems that
cannot be solved with 2 bits of advice. Finally, there are some problems like 3-coloring that can
be solved with 1 bit of advice, but where it is not clear whether it can be solved with arbitrarily
sparse advice. We discuss all of those points in more detail in the remaining part of this section.

1.2 Contribution 1: LCLs in bounded-growth graphs

LCLs, first introduced by Naor and Stockmeyer [50] in the 1990s, are one of the most extensively
studied families of problems in the theory of distributed graph algorithms. These are graph prob-
lems that can be specified by giving a finite set of valid local neighborhoods. Many key problems
such as vertex coloring, edge coloring, maximal independent set, maximal matching, sinkless ori-
entation, and many other splitting and orientation problems are examples of LCLs, at least when
restricted to bounded-degree graphs. Thanks to the extensive research effort since 2016, we now
understand very well the landscape of all LCL problems and their computational complexities
across different models of distributed computing [3–6, 10–12, 20, 28, 31, 53].
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In Section 4, we design a schema that allows us to solve any LCL problem with just one bit of
advice in graphs with a sub-exponential growth (the number of nodes in a radius-A neighborhood
is sub-exponential in A ):

Any LCL problem can be solved with 1 bit of advice per node in graphs with sub-exponential
growth.

Furthermore, we show that the encoding can be made arbitrarily sparse.
One prominent application of this result is its connectionwith distributed proofs [18, 41–44], and

in particular with locally checkable proofs [35]. Consider any LCL Π. Assume that our task is to
prepare a distributed proof that shows that in a graph� there exists a feasible solution of Π. Now
if � has sub-exponential growth, we can use our result from Section 4 to prepare a 1-bit advice
that enables the algorithm to find a solution of Π. Our advice is the proof: to verify it, we simply
try to recover a solution with the help of the advice, and then check that the output is feasible in
all local neighborhoods (recall that Π is locally checkable). We obtain the following corollary:

Any LCL problem admits a locally checkable proof with 1 bit per node in graphs with sub-
exponential growth.

Note that this is not a proof labeling scheme as defined in [41–44], as the verifier inspects a hop-
neighborhood whose radius, albeit constant, may be more than 1.

1.3 Contribution 2: LCLs in general graphs

At this point a natural question is whether the assumption about bounded growth is necessary.
Could we solve all LCL problems in all graphs with 1 bit of advice? In Section 8 we show that the
answer is likely to be no:

Fix any V . If all LCL problems can be solved locally with at most V bits of advice, then the
Exponential-Time Hypothesis (ETH) is false.

The intuition here is that if some LCL problem Π can be solved with, say, 1 bit of advice per
node with some local algorithmA, then we could solve it with a centralized sequential algorithm
as follows: check all 2= possible assignments of advice, applyA to decode the advice, and see if the
solution is feasible. The total running time (from the centralized sequential perspective) would be
2= ·= · B (=), where B (=) is the time we need to simulate A at one node. Then we need to show that
assuming the Exponential-Time Hypothesis, this is too fast for some LCL problem Π. However,
the key obstacle is that it may be computationally expensive to simulate A, as it might perform
arbitrarily complicated calculations that depend on the numerical values of the unique identifiers,
and we cannot directly bound B (=).
Hence, we need to show thatA can be made cheap to simulate. The key ingredient is the follow-

ing technical result, which we prove using a Ramsey-type argument that is inspired by the proof
of Naor and Stockmeyer [50]:

Assume that problem Π can be solved with V bits of advice per node, using some algorithm
A. Then the same problem can be also solved with V bits of advice using an order-invariant
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algorithm A′ , whose output does not depend on the numerical values of the identifiers but
only on their relative order.

The key point here is that (for bounded-degree graphs) A′ can be represented as a finite lookup
table; hence the simulation of A′ is cheap, and we can finally make a formal connection to the
Exponential-Time Hypothesis.

1.4 Contribution 3: balanced orientations

In Section 5 we move on to a specific graph problem: we study the task of finding balanced and
almost-balanced orientations. The goal is to orient the edges so that for each node indegree and
outdegree differ by at most 1. This is a hard problem to solve in a distributed setting, while slightly
more relaxed versions of the problem admit efficient (but not constant-time) algorithms [30].
Here it is good to note that if we could place our advice on edges, then trivially one bit of

advice per edge would suffice (simply use the single bit to encode whether the edge is oriented
from lower to higher identifier). However, we are here placing advice on nodes, and encoding the
orientation of each incident edge would require a number of bits proportional to the maximum
degree. Surprisingly, we can do it, in any graph:

We can find almost-balanced orientations with 1 bit of advice per node.

Again, we can make the advice arbitrarily sparse.

1.5 Contribution 4: distributed decompression

Equipped with the advice schema for solving almost-balanced orientations, we can now make a
formal connection to distributed decompression. Here the task is to encode some graph labeling so
that it can be decompressed locally (in ) (Δ) rounds).
Local decompression is closely linked with local computation with advice. If we can compress

some solution to Π with only V bits per node, and decompress it locally, then we can also solve Π
with V bits of advice per node. Furthermore, if Π is a problem such that for any graph there is only
one feasible solution, then the two notions coincide.
We will now show yet another connection between local decompression and local computation

with advice. Consider the task of compressing an arbitrary subset of edges - ⊆ �. In a trivial
encoding, we label each node E of degree 3 with a 3-bit string that indicates which of the incident
edges are present in - . On the other hand, we need a total of |� | bits in order to distinguish all
subsets of the edge-set �. In particular, for 3-regular graphs, this means we need at least 3/2 bits
per node to recover an arbitrary subset of edges.
It turns out that once we can solve almost-balanced orientations, we can also compress a subset

of edges efficiently. We simply use 1 bit of advice per node to encode an almost-balanced orienta-
tion. Now a node of degree 3 has outdegree X ≤ ⌈3/2⌉, and it can simply store a X-bit vector that
indicates which of its outgoing edges are in - . Overall, we will need ⌈3/2⌉ + 1, i.e. ≤ 3/2 + 2, bits
per node:

We can encode an arbitrary set of edges - ⊆ � so that a node of degree 3 only needs to store
⌈3/2⌉ + 1 bits, and we can decompress - locally, in ) (Δ) rounds.
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1.6 Contribution 5: vertex �-coloring

In Section 6 we study the problem of finding a Δ-coloring in graphs of maximum degree Δ. Our
main result there is:

In any graph of maximum degree Δ, we can find a Δ-coloring (if it exists) with 1 bit of advice
per node.

Again, we can make the advice arbitrarily sparse.
Our schema for encoding Δ-colorings consists of three steps. First, we compute a vertex coloring

with $ (Δ2) colors, with the help of advice. Then we reduce the number of colors down to Δ + 1,
using the algorithm by [7, 22, 46]. Finally, we follow the key idea of the algorithm by Panconesi
and Srinivasan [52] to turn (Δ + 1)-coloring into a Δ-coloring, and again we will need some advice
to make this part efficient.

1.7 Contribution 6: vertex 3-coloring

So far we have seen primarily results of two flavors: many problems can be solved with 1 bit of
advice so that we can make the advice arbitrarily sparse, while there are also some problems that
require arbitrarily many bits of advice.
We now turn our attention to a problem that seems to lie right at the boundary of what can

be done with only 1 bit per node: vertex 3-coloring in any 3-colorable graph. Note that this is
a problem that is hard to solve without advice not only in the distributed setting (it is a global
problem) but also in the centralized setting (it is an NP-hard problem).
In the centralized setting, 1 bit of advice per node makes the problem easy. To see this, we can

simply use the bit to indicate which nodes are of color 3. Then the rest of the graph has to be
bipartite, and we can simply find a proper 2-coloring in polynomial time.
In the distributed setting, this does not work: 2-coloring in bipartite graphs is still a global

problem. Nevertheless, in Section 7 we show that it is still doable:

In any 3-colorable graph, we can find a 3-coloring with 1 bit of advice per node.

Our encoding essentially uses one bit to encode one of the color classes, but we adjust the
encoding slightly so that throughout the graph there are local hints that help us to also choose the
right parity for the region that we need to 2-color.
Here, our encoding genuinely needs one bit per node (it just barely suffices); we cannot make

our advice arbitrarily sparse.

1.8 Key technique: composability framework

We already discussed some of the proof ingredients above. However, there is one additional tech-
nique that we use in many of our algorithms: the framework of composable schemas.
It turns out that for many problems, it is easier to work with advice schemas in which only a

few nodes carry advice bits, but they may carry many bits of advice. In Definition 1 we give the
formal definition of such a schema, and in Definition 3 we give the formal definition of composable

schemas, which satisfy the additional property that the ratio between the total amount of bits held
by the nodes, and the total amount of nodes, can be made arbitrarily small in every large-enough
neighborhood.
While the definition is a bit technical, it has two key properties, which we discuss in more detail

in Section 9:
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(1) As the name suggests, composable schemas can be easily composed, in the following sense:
oncewe have (1) a composable schema for solving Π1 and (2) a composable schema for solv-
ing Π2 assuming an oracle for Π1, we can also compose them and obtain (3) a composable
schema that solves Π2 without the oracle. This way we can solve problems in a modular
fashion, in essence using schemas as “subroutines.”

(2) A composable schema can be then encoded with only 1 bit of advice per node, and we can
make the advice arbitrarily sparse.

For example, our algorithms for finding almost-balanced orientations and Δ-coloring with advice
are based on the framework of composable schemas.

1.9 Open questions

Our work suggests a number of open questions:

(1) Our negative result in Section 8 assumes the Exponential-Time Hypothesis. Is it possible to
prove an unconditional lower bound without such assumptions? Can we exhibit a concrete
LCL problem Π that is unconditionally hard?

(2) We conjecture that the advice for vertex 3-coloring in 3-colorable graphs cannot be made
arbitrarily sparse. Is this true?

(3) We also conjecture that for a sufficiently large 3 , vertex 3-coloring in 3-colorable graphs
cannot be encoded with one bit per node. Is this true?

(4) Our schema for distributed decompression is asymptotically optimal, but there is room
for improving additive constants. Here is a concrete open question: Let � = (+ , �) be a
3-regular graph, and let - ⊆ � be an arbitrary set of edges. Is it possible to encode -

using only 2 bits per node so that it can be decompressed locally? (Note that 1 bit per
node is trivially impossible, while 3 bits per node is trivial. If we delete one edge from each
connected component, an encoding with 2 bits per node follows from 2-degeneracy.)

2 RELATED WORK

In [19], the authors consider the framework of Proof Labeling Schemes (PLS). In this framework,
the goal is to understand whether a given graph satisfies some predicate in a setting where we
are allowed to assign labels (or certificates) to the nodes in order to help them achieve this goal.
More precisely, in this framework there is a prover and a verifier : the prover is a centralized entity
that assigns labels to the nodes, while the verifier is a distributed algorithm that in ) rounds
is able to verify the validity of the collection of labels. If the predicate we want to investigate
holds true, then there must exist an assignment of labels (or certificates) such that each node, in
) rounds, “accepts” the given labeling (i.e., the proof is valid in all) -hop neighborhoods); while if
the predicate we want to investigate does not hold, then for any given labeling assignment there
must exist a node that rejects it (i.e., that in its) -hop neighborhood notices that there is something
wrong). The authors study the tradeoff between the size of the labels given at each node and the
round-complexity of the verifier. For example, they show that, for all Proof Labeling Schemes on
specific graph classes (such as trees, cycles, multidimensional grids, toruses), if some predicate has
a Proof Labeling Scheme of V bits using a 1-round verifier, then it has a Proof Labeling Scheme of
$ (V/) ) bits using a ) -round verifier (i.e., the size of the labels scales linearly with the runtime of
the verifier algorithm). Moreover, they show that, on general graphs, if we consider all and only
those predicates having a Proof Labeling Scheme such that V bits are the same in all assigned labels,
then the size of the uniform part of the labels can be reduced by amultiplicative factor ofΩ() ). This
gain is significant on graphs where the sizes of the neighborhoods increase a lot as a function of
the distance. Finally, the authors focus on Proof Labeling Schemes for specific problems of interest,
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such as for proving that a given subset of edges is a spanning tree or a minimum-weight spanning
tree, or for proving the diameter. They show lower and upper bounds on how much can the size
of the labels scale with the runtime of the verifier. For example, for diameter, on the upper bound
side, they show that for any ) in the range [$ (log=), =] there exists a Proof Labeling Scheme
with label-size of $ (= log2(=)/) ) bits. For the same predicate, they show that for every ) in the
range [1, =/log=], the size of the labels for proving the diameter of the graph is lower bounded by
Ω(=/() log=)) bits.
In [2], the authors consider the framework of Proof Labeling Schemes restricted to verifiers

that run in exactly 1 round, that is, each node has only access to its own label and the ones of its
neighbors. The predicate that the authors study is :-colorability.While it is trivial to design a Proof
Labeling Scheme for 2-colorability by using a single bit per node and a 1-round verifier, the authors
show that this is not possible for :-colorability, where : ≥ 3. For this problem, asymptotically tight
bounds on the size of the labels are shown in [8]. Note that the results shown in our paper imply
that, for : = 3, allowing) (Δ) rounds instead of 1 round makes a huge difference, as in this case it
is possible to verify 3-colorability by using one bit per node.
In [21], the authors investigate the problem of distributedly 3-coloring a cycle. Without advice,

it is known that this problem requires Ω(log∗ =) rounds [45], and the paper seeks to understand
whether advice can help to break this barrier. In the context studied in [21], each node receives
some advice as input, and the total advice is measured as the sum of the lengths of the bit-strings

given to all nodes. The authors show that, for any constant : ,$ (=/log(: ) =) bits of total advice are

not sufficient to beat the Ω(log∗ =) lower bound, where log(: ) = denotes : recursive iterations of
log=.
The authors of [16] introduced the notion of advice in the context of online algorithms. The

authors studied the impact of advice in the competitive ratio of some classical online problems,
namelymetrical task systems and :-server, and they show tradeoffs between the number of bits of
advice and the achievable competitive ratio. We refer to the survey [9] for more work on online
algorithms with advice.
In [13], it has been shown that distributed advice can help to design faster dynamic algorithms

for coloring. More in detail, the authors design a dynamic data structure that maintains a coloring
of a graph, where the number of colors depends on the arboricity of the graph. To do that, authors
simulate algorithms that are designed for the distributed setting. To simulate them efficiently in
the centralized setting, they consider distributed algorithms with advice, with a type of advice that
can be maintained efficiently in the centralized setting.

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Generic Notions

Let � = (+ , �) be a graph, where + is the set of nodes and � be the set of edges. We may use the
notation + (�) to denote the set of nodes of � , and � (�) to denote the set of edges of � . With
dist� (D, E) we denote the distance between D ∈ + and E ∈ + in� , that is, the length of the shortest
path between D and E in � , where the length of a path is the number of edges of the path. For an
integer : , the power graph �: of a graph � is the graph that contains the same nodes as � , and
there is an edge {D, E} in�: if and only if 1 ≤ dist� (D, E) ≤ : . Two nodes D and E are neighbors in
� if there is an edge {D, E} ∈ � (�).

A maximal independent set (MIS) of � is a subset ( of nodes of � satisfying that no nodes of (
are neighbors in � , and that all nodes in + \ ( have at least one neighbor that is in ( . An (U, V)-
ruling set is a subset ( of nodes of � satisfying that each pair of nodes from ( have distance at
least U , and that all nodes in + \ ( have at least one node in ( at distance at most V . Observe that
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Maximal Independent Set and (2, 1)-ruling set is the same problem. By V-ruling set we denote the
(2, V)-ruling set problem.
One important tool that we will use is the Lovász Local Lemma, which states the following.

Lemma 1 (Lovász Local Lemma [17, 54, 55]). Let {�1, . . . , �:} be a set of events satisfying the

following conditions: each event �8 depends on at most 3 other events; each event �8 happens with

probability at most ? . Then, if 4?3 ≤ 1, there is non-zero probability that none of the events occur.

3.2 LOCAL Model

In the LOCALmodel of distributed computation, each node of an =-node graph is equipped with a
unique ID, typically in {1, . . . , =2}, for some constant 2 . Initially, each node in the graph knows its
own ID, its degree (i.e., the number of neighboring nodes), themaximumdegree Δ in the graph, and
the total number of nodes. Then, the computation proceeds in synchronous rounds where at each
round each node exchanges messages with its neighbors and performs some local computation.
The size of the messages can be arbitrarily large and the local computation can be arbitrarily
heavy. The runtime of an algorithm is defined as the number of rounds it requires such that all
nodes terminate and produce an output.

3.3 Locally Checkable Labelings

We formally define an LCL problem Π as a tuple (Σin, Σout,�, A ) where each element of the tuple
is defined as follows. The parameters Σin and Σout are finite sets of input and output labels, re-
spectively. The parameter A is a positive integer called checkability radius of Π, i.e., it determines
how far in the graph each node needs to check in order to verify the validity of a given solution.
The parameter � determines the constraints of Π, that is, � is a finite set containing pairs (E, � )

where: � is a labeled graph and E is a node of � ; the eccentricity of E in � is at most A ; each pair
(E, 4) ∈ +� × �� satisfying that E is an endpoint of 4 has a label ℓin ∈ Σin and a label ℓout ∈ Σout.
Let Π = (Σin, Σout,�, A ) be an LCL problem and let� = (+ , �) be a graph where each node-edge

pair (E, 4) (where E is an endpoint of 4) is labeled with a label from Σin. The task of solving Π on
� requires labeling each node-edge pair (E, 4) ∈ + × � (where E is an endpoint of 4) with a label
in Σout such that, for each node E ∈ + it holds that the graph induced by the nodes at distance at
most A from E is isomorphic to some (labeled) graph in � .

3.4 Advice Schema

We now formally define the notion of advice schema.

Definition 1 (Advice Schema). A (G,Π, V,) )-advice schema is a function 5 that receives as input
a (possibly input-labeled) graph � = (+ , �, � ) ∈ G (where � is an input for the nodes and/or the
edges of the graph), and outputs a function ℓ� := 5 (�) that satisfies the following.

• The function ℓ� maps each node E ∈ + into a bit-string of length at most V , where V is a
function of Δ.

• There exists an algorithm A that, for each � ∈ G, if we label each node E ∈ + with the
bit-string ℓ� (E), thenA runs in at most) rounds and outputs a valid solution for Π, where
) is a function of Δ.

Moreover, we distinguish three possible types of advice schemas:

(1) If all nodes of the graph receive bit-strings of the same length, then the schema is called
uniform fixed-length.

(2) If a subset of nodes receive bit-strings of the same length, and all the others receive bit-
strings of length 0, then the schema is called subset fixed-length.
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(3) If a subset of nodes receive a bit-string of possibly different positive lengths, and all the
others receive bit-strings of length 0, then the schema is called variable-length.

In the second and third cases, the nodes having non-zero bit-strings assigned are called bit-holding
nodes. Moreover, observe that Type 1 is a special case of Type 2, which is a special case of Type 3.
For uniform fixed-length advice schemas where all nodes receive one bit, we define the notion

of sparsity, which captures the fact that the ratio between nodes receiving a 1 and nodes receiving
a 0 can be made arbitrarily small.

Definition2 (Sparse schema). Auniform fixed-length (G,Π, V,) )-advice schema is called Y-sparse
if the following holds:

• V = 1, that is, each node receives exactly one bit.
• For any graph� ∈ G, let =0 be the amount of nodes to which the schema (i.e., the function

5 of Definition 1) assigns a 0, and let =1 be the amount of nodes to which 5 assigns a 1.
Then, =1

=0+=1
≤ Y.

With abuse of notation, we call a uniform fixed-length (G,Π, V,) )-advice schema (where ) is a
function that receives as input Y and returns a function of Δ) sparse if, for any constant Y > 0, there
exists an Y-sparse (G,Π, V,) (Y))-advice schema.

3.5 Composability

The main idea that we will use to devise our advice schemas is the following. Given some problem
Π, it may be cumbersome to directly define an advice schema for it. Instead, it may be easier to
do this operation gradually. More in detail, many problems can be solved as follows: first, find
a solution for some subproblem; then, use the solution for the subproblem in order to solve the
problem more easily. As a running example, consider the following problem Π.

• The input is a bipartite graph where all nodes have even degree.
• It is required to output a coloring of the edges, say red and blue, such that each node has
the same amount of red and blue incident edges.

Consider the following three problems.

• Let Πv be the problem of computing a 2-coloring of the nodes, say with colors black and
white.

• Let Πe be the problem of outputting a 2-coloring of the edges, such that each node has
the same amount of red and blue incident edges, assuming that we are given as input a
2-coloring of the nodes, and assuming that all nodes have even degree.

• Let Πo be the problem of orienting all edges such that each node has the same amount of
incoming and outgoing edges, assuming that all nodes have even degree.

Consider the following algorithm. First, solve Πv and Πo. Then, solve Πe, by coloring red the edges
oriented from black to white, and by coloring blue the edges oriented fromwhite to black. Observe
that this algorithms solves Π.
In other words, we decomposed Π into three different subproblems: two of them are “hard”

problems (Πv and Πo), for which some advice is needed if we want to solve them fast, and one (Πe)
is trivial once we are given as input the solution for the other two. The idea now is devise two
different advice schemas for Πv and Πo separately.

• For Πv there is a trivial advice schema: just use 1 bit to encode the 2-coloring of the nodes.
• For Πo the advice schema is non-trivial, and we will see how it can be done in Section 5 by
using 1 bit per node.
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While both schemas use only 1 bit per node, we cannot directly combine these two schemas into a
single schema that uses 1 bit per node. For this reason, we will devise our schemas in a more high-
level way. In particular, for most of the results of this paper, we will not directly provide a uniform
fixed-length advice schema that uses one bit per node, but we will start by devising variable-length
schemas. Variable-length schemas provide a simpler way to encode information: we can choose
a subset of nodes and assign bit-strings to them, without worrying about how these strings will
be later encoded by giving one bit to each node. Moreover, the variable-length schemas that we
provide satisfy a property called composability, which we will formally define later. Intuitively, this
property requires the ability to make the set of bit-holding nodes of a variable-length schema to be
arbitrarily sparse. For example, for Πv, we do not really need to provide the color of all nodes: we
assign 1 bit to a sparse set of nodes (encoding their color), and to all other nodes we do not assign
any bit. The nodes that have no bit assigned can still recover a 2-coloring by simple propagation.
For Πo, things are more complicated, but a composable variable-length schema can be obtained as
well.

Once we have a composable schema for all subproblems that are used to solve our problem
of interest, we apply, as a black box, a lemma (see Lemma 15) to obtain a single variable-length
schema for our problem. Then, again as a black box, we convert such a schema into a uniform
fixed-length schema that uses a single bit per node (see Lemma 16).
Summarizing, many of the results that we provide about schemas that use a single bit per node

are based on the following idea:

• We first decompose a problem of interest into many subproblems;
• We show that, for each of the subproblems, it is possible to devise a variable-length schema
that satisfies some desirable properties;

• We prove that such properties imply that we can compose many variable-length schemas
into a single one that satisfies the same properties (see Lemma 15);

• We prove that the resulting variable-length schema implies a uniform fixed-length schema
that uses a single bit per node (see Lemma 16).

Note that the last two steps are done in a problem-independent way. The conditions that allow
to combine multiple variable-length schemas are expressed in Definition 3, that, on a high level,
states the following. We want our variable-length schema to be tunable as a function of three
parameters U , W , and 2 . The schema needs to satisfy that in each U-radius neighborhood there are
at most W bit-holding nodes, and that the amount of bits held by these nodes is upper bounded by
2U/W3. Hence, a composable schema is a collection of schemas, one for each choice of parameters
U , W , and 2 .

Definition 3 (Composability). A (G,Π, W0, �,) )-composable advice schema is a collection S of
advice schemas satisfying the following. For any constant 2 > 0, any W ≥ W0, and any U ≥ �(2, W),
there exists V ≤ 2U/W3 such that:

• The collection S contains a variable-length (G,Π, V,) (U,Δ))-advice schema ( .
• For each� ∈ G, the assignment given by ( to the nodes of� satisfies that, in each U-radius
neighborhood of� , there are at most W0 bit-holding nodes.

4 LCLS ON GRAPHSWITH SUBEXPONENTIAL GROWTH

In this section, we show that on graphs of subexponential growth, we can solve any LCL problem
in constant time by using 1 bit per node of advice (we remind the reader that, as per definition
of LCLs, the class of graphs that we consider are the ones with constant maximum degree, hence
throughout this section we assume Δ = $ (1)). More in detail, we will prove the following theorem,
and devote the rest of the section to proving it.
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Theorem 1. Let Π be an LCL problem, and let G be a family of graphs of maximum degree Δ

of subexponential growth in which Π is solvable. Then, there exists a uniform fixed-length sparse

(G,Π, 1,$ (1))-advice schema.

We start by giving a formal definition of subexponential growth. For a node E , we denote with
#≤3 (E) the set of nodes at distance at most 3 from E , and we denote with #=3 (E) the set of nodes
at distance exactly 3 from E .

Definition 4 (Subexponential growth). A family G of graphs is of subexponential growth if, for
any constant 2 > 0, there exists a constant G0 such that, for any G ≥ G0, for any � = (+ , �) ∈ G,
for any E ∈ + , |#≤G (E) | ≤ 22 ·G .

High-level ideas. On a high level, we would like to exploit that, on graphs with subexponential
growth, it is possible to somehow compute a clustering such that the nodes in the border of each
cluster are much less than the nodes inside each cluster. Ideally, this property would allow us to
encode the solution of the nodes of the border of a cluster by using the nodes inside that cluster.
Then, inside each cluster, we can complete the solution by brute force, and hence each node would
know its own part of the solution, as desired. However, things are not so simple: (1) not only
we need to encode the solution of the nodes that are in the borders of the clusters, but we also
need to be able to encode a clustering of the graph, and all this by using only one bit per node;
(2) we need to make sure that the decoding process is able to decode the right thing, and this
requires that the nodes that encode some information and that are inside two different clusters
are far-enough from each other. This latter issue forces us to prove some stronger properties of
graphs with subexponential growth, that is that it is possible to compute a clustering such that
the number of nodes that are very close to the center of the cluster is at least as much as the
number of nodes in the border (Lemma 2). More in detail, we prove that, for each node E , there
exists some value U such that, for a cluster �E centered at E , the set #≤U of nodes of�E that are at
distance at most U from E is such that all nodes in #≤U are far-enough from the border and they
are at least as many as the ones in the border. We will use only nodes in #≤U to encode any useful
information for us. In order to encode the clustering we do the following. First, we compute a
distance-3 coloring of the graph (for some fixed G ), that is, a coloring of the nodes such that nodes
with the same color are at distance strictly larger than 3 . Then, we proceed through color classes
in some order and at each phase 8 we assign nodes to some cluster centered at a node with color
8 (the nodes that will not be assigned to any cluster in this phase will be processed later). In this
case, we say that 8 is the color of the cluster. After we are done with color-class 8 , we remove the
nodes that are part of some cluster and we repeat the procedure by considering the next color on
the remaining subgraph. The distance coloring ensures that we avoid any kind of collisions with
other centers of the same color. In order to encode the color of a cluster �E centered at E we use a
path that starts at node E and is contained in #≤U (and hence it is far-enough from the border of
the cluster). Then, we use an independent set of the nodes in #≤U in order to encode the solution
of the border (Lemma 2 ensures that these nodes are enough for our purposes). The fact that we
use only nodes in #≤U to encode information ensures that nodes that carry information regarding
different clusters are far-enough from each other (even if the clusters are adjacent) and hence we
avoid wrong decodings. In order to be able to distinguish different encodings inside a cluster (e.g.,
the color of the cluster, the output of the border, the center of the cluster) we use the following
scheme. Consider the connected components induced by the nodes having as input a 1: the 1s that
form an independent set are the ones that encode the solution of the border; the other 1s are used
to encode the cluster center and its color, where four 1s encode the center of the cluster, two 1s
encode a 0 and three 1s encode a 1.
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We start by proving a technical lemma regarding graphs of subexponential growth, which will
be useful later.

Lemma 2. Let G be a family of graphs of subexponential growth that have degree bounded by Δ.

For any integer A > 0, let 2 := log(1 + 1/ΔA )/(3A ), and let G := max{4A , G0}, where G0 is the value
given by Definition 4 for G, when using parameter 2 . Then, for all � = (+ , �) ∈ G, and all E ∈ + ,

there exists a value U in {G, . . . , 2G} such that |#≤U (E) | ≥ Δ
A |#=U+A (E) |.

Proof. Assume, for a contradiction, that, for any U in {G, . . . , 2G}, |#≤U (E) | < Δ
A |#=U+A (E) |. We

prove, by induction, that, under this assumption, |#≤G+:A (E) | ≥ (1 + 1/ΔA ): · |#≤G (E) |, for any :
satisfying 0 ≤ :A ≤ G . For the base case : = 0, we need to prove that |#≤G (E) | ≥ |#≤G (E) |, which
trivially holds. Assume that the statement holds for : , we show that it holds for : + 1. We can
lower bound |#≤G+(:+1)A (E) | with |#≤G+:A (E) | + |#=G+(:+1)A (E) | ≥ |#≤G+:A (E) | + |#≤G+:A (E) |/Δ

A
=

|#≤G+:A (E) |(1 + 1/Δ
A ) ≥ (1 + 1/ΔA ): · |#≤G (E) | · (1 + 1/Δ

A ) = (1 + 1/ΔA ):+1 · |#≤G (E) |, proving the
inductive step. Moreover, by the assumption of subexponential growth, we have that |#≤G+:A (E) | ≤

22 (G+:A ) . By combining the obtained bounds, we obtain the following.

(1 + 1/ΔA ): · |#≤G (E) | ≤ |#≤G+:A (E) | ≤ 22 (G+:A ) .

Hence, we get a contradiction if

(1 + 1/ΔA ): · |#≤G (E) | > 22 (G+:A ) .

Since |#≤G (E) | ≥ 1, it is sufficient to show that there exists a value of : satisfying 0 ≤ :A ≤ G , such
that

(1 + 1/ΔA ): > 22 (G+:A ) , which is implies by : >

G

log(1 + 1/ΔA )/2 − A
.

Since 2 = log(1 + 1/ΔA )/(3A ), we get that, in order to get our contradiction, it is sufficient to give
an integer : satisfying : > G/(2A ) and 0 ≤ :A ≤ G . For this purpose, we take : := ⌈ G

2A ⌉ +1. Observe
that : > G/(2A ) is clearly satisfied. Also, :A ≤ (⌈ G

2A ⌉ + 1)A ≤ ( G
2A + 2)A = G/2 + 2A ≤ G , where the

last inequality holds since G ≥ 4A (recall that G is defined as max{4A , G0}). �

A clustering of the graph. In order to show the desired advice schema, we first compute a clus-
tering of the graph as follows. Let A be a large-enough constant to be fixed later. Let 2 and G be
the values given by Lemma 2 as a function of A . Let � ∈ G. At first, we compute a distance-(5G)
coloring on � . Since � is a graph of subexponential growth, such a distance coloring can be done
by using 22 ·5G colors (this is because G ≥ G0, where G0 is the value given by Definition 4 when using
parameter 2). Then, we process nodes by color classes, in ascending order, and, at each step 8 , we
assign some nodes to some clusters. Let�8 be the subgraph of� induced by nodes that, at the end
of step 8 − 1, do not belong to any cluster yet. Let E be a node of color 8 . We consider two possible
cases: either, in �8 it holds that |#=2G (E) | = 0, or in �8 it holds that |#=2G (E) | > 0. For each node
in the latter case, we compute a cluster as follows. Let UE be the value of U given by Lemma 2 for
node E . We create a cluster containing E and all the nodes of �8 , that, in �8 , have distance at most
UE + A from E . We call E the center of this cluster. Observe that, at the end of this cluster-formation
procedure, each node E that does not belong to any cluster satisfies that, within distance 2G , it sees
the whole connected component containing E induced by nodes that do not belong to any cluster.

Encoding the clustering. We provide an assignment of bits to the nodes of � that encodes the
clustering. We will later show how to add other bits on top of such an assignment and encode a
solution of Π in such a way that it is clear which bits encode the clustering and which bits encode
the solution of Π. For each cluster � , let E be its center, and let 8 be the color of E . For any D ∈ � ,
let 3D be the distance of D from E . By the construction of � , there must exist D ∈ � such that
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3D = ~ := ⌊G/2⌋. Consider an arbitrary path %E = (E1, . . . , E~) of length exactly ~ where E1 = E

and E~ = D. This is the path that we will use for encoding the color of E . Let � be the bit-string
representation of 8 , which is of length ⌈log 8⌉. We modify � by replacing each 0 with the bit-string
110, and each 1 with the bit-string 1110, obtaining the bit-string �′. Then, we define �′′ as the
concatenation of 11110110 with �′ and with 0. In total, we use at most 4|� | + 9 = 4⌈log 8⌉ + 9 ≤

4⌈log(22 ·5G )⌉ + 9 = 202G + 9 bits. By setting A large enough, we obtain a small-enough 2 and a
large-enough G such that 202G + 9 ≤ ⌊G/2⌋ = ~ = |%E |. Hence, we can assign the 9 th bit of �′′ to
the node E 9 of %E . Finally, we assign the bit 0 to all nodes that did not get any bit from the previous
bit-assignment. Note that all nodes within distance UE +A (in�8) from E that are not part of %E have
their bit set to 0.
Let�E be the set of nodes that belong to the cluster of E . We prove a property that will be useful

later.

Lemma 3. Let D andF be two cluster centers. Let D′ be an arbitrary node in�D ∩#≤UD (D), and let

F ′ be an arbitrary node in �F ∩ #≤UF
(F). Then, D′ and F ′ are not neighbors in� .

Proof. If D and F have the same color, then they are at distance at least 5G , and hence all
nodes in #≤UD (D) are at distance at least G from nodes in #≤UF

(F), and hence the property holds.
Therefore, assume, w.l.o.g., that D has color 8 and F has color 9 , for 8 < 9 . Then, in �8 , all nodes
in �F ∩ #≤UF

(F) are at distance at least A > 0 from all nodes in �D ∩ #≤UD (D), since the cluster
�D contains all nodes within distance UD + A from D in �8 . This implies that they are at distance
strictly greater than zero also in � . �

Corollary 1. For any two cluster centers D and F , it must hold that, in � , there is no edge con-

necting a node in %D with a node in %F .

Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 3 and by the fact that each path contains only nodes
within distance ~ < U from the center of its cluster. �

Decoding the clustering. We show that nodes can decode the clustering in 2$ (G )
= $ (1) rounds,

by using a recursive procedure that spends$ (G) rounds for each color. Before diving into showing
this, we observe that, for a family of graphs G, nodes can compute the appropriate values of A , 2 ,
G0 and G needed for the clustering, and hence we assume these values to be hard-coded in the
algorithm.
Assume that we already decoded the clusters having centers of color 1, . . . , 8 − 1. We now show

how to decode clusters having centers of color 8 . Each node gathers its 2G-radius neighborhood. In
this way, each node E knows which of the nodes within distance 2G from E are part of some cluster
with center of color at most 8 − 1, and which nodes within distance 2G do not belong to any cluster
yet. Hence, each node E knows which nodes within distance 2G are part of�8 . In the following, all
computation will be done with regard to �8 .
Let ( be the set of nodes E of �8 satisfying the following:

• |#=2G (E) | > 0;
• for any 0 ≤ 9 ≤ ~, there is at most one node in #=9 (E) that has its bit set to 1;
• for any ~ + 1 ≤ 9 ≤ G , nodes in #=9 (E) have their bit set to 0;
• there exists a path % = (E1, . . . , E~) satisfying that, for all 9 , the node E 9 is at distance exactly

9 − 1 from E , and that contains all nodes in #≤~ (E) that have their bits set to 1;
• the bit-string corresponding to nodes E1, . . . , E8 is equal to 11110110;
• nodes E9, . . . , E~ form a bit-string of the form (110|1110)∗ 0 0∗.

By the encoding of the clusters, it is clear that all centers of color 8 must satisfy these properties.
Consider the set ( ′ ⊆ ( of nodes satisfying that, by decoding the bit-string on the path, they obtain
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color 8 . We prove that nodes in (′ are all and only the centers of clusters of color 8 . Recall that, when
we encoded clusters having a center E of color 8 , we assigned a 0 to all nodes within distance UE +A
(in�8) from E that are not part of %E . Hence, it is clear that, if a center E has color 8 , then E ∈ ( ′. Let
E be an arbitrary node in (′, and let % = (E1, . . . , E~) be a path satisfying the properties above. Then
we show that E must be a center of color 8 . By Corollary 1, nodes belonging to different paths form
different connected components, and hence, if four nodes form a connected component containing
four 1s, then one of these nodes must be the center of a cluster. This implies that one node among
E1, . . . , E4 must be the center of a cluster. By the above properties, we get that no node among
E2, E3, E4 can be in (′, and hence E1 = E is indeed a center of a cluster. Also, by the above properties,
there are no other centers within distance G from E . We therefore get that the bit-string encoded
on % is exactly the color of E , and hence that the color of E is 8 .
Each node E in (′ can compute UE by exploring its 2G-radius neighborhood, and hence by spend-

ing additional UE + A = $ (G) rounds, it can inform all nodes that belong to the cluster of E .

Encoding a solution for Π. In the following, we modify the bit assignment that encodes the clus-
tering in order to also encode a solution for Π. First of all, recall that the assignment for the clus-
tering satisfies that each connected component induced by nodes having their bit set to 1 has size
at least 2. In order to avoid ambiguity when decoding, we assign 1s to an independent set of nodes
that are not neighbors of nodes that have already a 1 assigned.
Let ℓ be a function mapping each node-edge pair of � into a label of Π, such that the labeling

obtained by ℓ is a solution for Π. We process clusters by colors in ascending order. Let �E be a
cluster centered at E with color 8 . In the following, all computation is done w.r.t. �8 . Let Ā be the
checkability radius of Π. Let (E be the set of nodes within distance Ā (in�8) from at least one node
in #=UE+A (E). Note that |(E | ≤ #=UE+A (E)Δ

Ā . Hence, by Lemma 2, |(E | ≤ |#≤UE
(E) |ΔĀ/ΔA . Consider

the labeling given by ℓ to all node-edge pairs incident to the nodes in (E. We can encode such a
labeling by using a bit-string of length : |#≤UE

(E) |ΔĀ+1/ΔA , where : is a constant that depends on
the alphabet of Π. Let � be such a bit-string. Let . be the set containing the nodes of #≤UE

(E) that
have their bit set to 1, plus all their neighbors. Let / = #≤UE

(E) \ . . The nodes that have their
bits set to 1 are at most ~ = ⌊G/2⌋, and each such node has at most Δ − 1 neighbors that have a
0. Recall that E has at least one node at distance exactly 2G (as otherwise E would not be a cluster
center), and that #≤UE

(E) contains all nodes within distance UE ≥ G from E . We get that there exists
an injective function mapping nodes that have a 1 to nodes in / . Thus, |/ | ≥ |. |/Δ, and hence
|#≤UE

(E) | = |/ | + |. | ≥ |. |/Δ + |. | = |. | (1+ 1/Δ), which implies |. | ≤ |#≤UE
(E) |/(1+ 1/Δ). Thus,

we get that |/ | ≥ |#≤UE
(E) | − |. | ≥ |#≤UE

(E) |/(Δ + 1). Hence, any independent set in / has size
at least |#≤UE

(E) |/(Δ + 1)2. By picking A large enough, we have that

|� | ≤ : |#≤UE
(E) |ΔĀ+1/ΔA ≤ |#≤UE

(E) |/(Δ + 1)2.

We consider the nodes in / in order of their IDs, and we greedily compute a Maximal Indepen-
dent Set / ′. Consider the nodes in / ′ sorted by their IDs. We assign to the 9 th node of / ′ the 9 th
bit of �. By Lemma 3, the nodes that received a 1 for the encoding of the solution of Π form an
independent set in � .

Decoding a solution for Π. At first, nodes decode the clustering by ignoring the 1s that form an
independent set. Then, clusters are processed in ascending order of their color. Each cluster center
E can compute / , and hence / ′, and sort the nodes of / by their IDs. In this way, E can recover the
bit-string �. The solution encoded in � is assigned to the node-edge pairs of the nodes in (E . Then,
the nodes in �E can complete the solution inside the cluster by brute force by e.g., have E gather
the whole cluster, compute a solution (that respects the partial one) for all nodes in the cluster of
E , and send the computed solution to all the nodes in the cluster (note that, by the construction, a
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solution for the cluster that agrees with the partially assigned solution exists). Finally, nodes that
do not belong to any cluster can complete a solution by brute force because they are in connected
components of constant diameter (again, by the construction, a valid completion exists). In total,
this procedure takes 2$ (G )

= $ (1) rounds.

Sparsity. We now show that we canmake the ratio between nodes holding a 1 and those holding
a 0 an arbitrarily small constant. There are two places in the schema where we assign 1s, and those
are the following.

• When we encode the color of the center of the clusters: in this case, the number of 1s in a
cluster�E is upper bounded by ℎ = 202G +9, and there are at least ~−ℎ nodes in %E holding
0s; by choosing 2 small enough, we can obtain any desired ratio between the number of 1s
and the number of 0s.

• When we encode the solution for Π: in this case, by picking A large enough, we can make
the encoded bit-string � arbitrarily small compared to the size of / ′, that is, the nodes that
encode �; note that the nodes in / ′ that do not take part in the encoding of � have a 0

assigned.

5 BALANCED ORIENTATIONS

In this section, we consider the problem of computing balanced orientations, that is, an orientation
of the edges such that:

• If a node has even degree, the number of incoming edges is the same as the number of
outgoing edges.

• If a node has odd degree, then the number of incoming edges and the number of outgoing
edges differ by 1.

We start by considering the case in which all nodes have even degree. Note that, in this case, a
balanced orientation always exists (though, without advice, the problem of computing such an
orientation requires Ω(=) rounds, e.g., in a cycle). Later, we will show how to extend this result to
the more general case. Finally, we will show that that balanced orientations can be used to solve
variants of the edge coloring problem. We start by proving the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Let GΔ be the family of graphs of maximum degree Δ, where it is also satisfied that all

nodes have an even degree. Let ΠΔ be the problem of orienting the edges of a given graph � ∈ GΔ

such that each node E satisfies degin (E) = degout(E), where degin(E) and degout (E) are, respectively,
the amount of incoming and outgoing edges of E . Then, there exists a (GΔ,ΠΔ, W0, �,) )-composable

advice schema, where W0 = $ (1), �(2, W) = Θ(W3), and) (U, Δ) = Δ
$ (U ) .

By applying Lemma 16, which allows us to convert the composable advice schema of Lemma 4
into a fixed-length one, we obtain the following.

Corollary 2. Let GΔ be the family of graphs of maximum degree Δ, where it is also satisfied that

all nodes have an even degree. Let ΠΔ be the problem of orienting the edges of a given graph� ∈ GΔ

such that each node E satisfies degin (E) = degout(E). Then, there exists a uniform fixed-length sparse

(GΔ,ΠΔ, 1,Δ
$ (1) )-advice schema.

We devote the rest of the section to prove Lemma 4. Let � be a graph in GΔ. We start with a
simple observation. The balanced orientation problem can be easily solved in constant time if we
are given an oracle for consistently orienting cycles. In fact, consider the following algorithm:

(1) Starting from � , nodes construct a virtual graph � ′ where all nodes have degree 2, as
follows. Each node E of degree 23 makes 3 copies of itself. The copy number 8 ∈ {1, . . . , 3}
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is incident to the (28 − 1)-th and 28-th edges of E , taken in some arbitrary fixed order (e.g.,
by sorting the neighbors of E by their IDs). Note that � ′ is a collection of cycles.

(2) Use the oracle to consistently orient all cycles of� ′.
(3) The orientation of the edges of� ′ induces an orientation of the edges of� . Since each node

of� ′ has exactly one outgoing and one incoming edge, then each node E of� of degree 23
obtains exactly 3 outgoing edges and 3 incoming edges.

Let V = W0 = 2. We show that, for any W ≥ W0, for any constant 2 , and for any U ≥ max{W3V/2, W3V},
there exists a variable-length (GΔ,ΠΔ, V,Δ

$ (U ) )-advice schema satisfying that in each U-radius
neighborhood the bit-holding nodes are at most W0. Since this condition satisfies the requirements
of Definition 3, we would obtain Lemma 4.
Let � ′′ be the graph obtained from � ′ by removing all cycles of length at most A , for some

parameter A to be fixed later. We prove that there exists a subset (′′ of the nodes of� ′′ satisfying
the following properties, where ( is defined as the set of nodes E of � satisfying that at least one
copy of E is in ( ′′.

(1) All nodes that are part of� ′′ are within distance A (in � ′′) from a node of (′′ .
(2) The nodes in ( must be at pairwise distance (in �) at least 3U .
(3) If two nodes of� ′′ are copies of the same node in � , then they cannot both be in (′′.

If such a subset ( ′′ exists, then we can encode an orientation of� ′′ (and hence produce an advice
schema) as follows. Let E ′′ ∈ (′′. By construction, E ′′ has degree 2. LetD′′ be an arbitrary neighbor
of E ′′ . Let E andD be, respectively, the preimages of E ′′ andD′′ in� . Note that E andD are neighbors
in � . We store 2 bits on E ′′ and 1 bit on D′′ as follows.

• The first bit of E ′′ and the first bit of D′′ are set to 1.
• The second bit of E ′′ is set to 1 if the cycle is oriented from E ′′ to D′′ , and to 0 otherwise.

Observe that bit-holding nodes that correspond to different nodes in ( are at distance at least
3U − 2 ≥ 2U + W3V − 2 ≥ 2U + 1, and hence each U-radius neighborhood contains at most 2 bit-
holding nodes, as required. A proper orientation for the cycles of � ′ can be recovered as follows.

• Nodes compute � ′ (without communication), and spend A rounds to check which of the
cycles that pass through them have length at most A .

• The edges of cycles of length at most A can be consistently oriented without any advice.
For example, a rule can be to find the node with the largest ID in the cycle, orient outgoing
the edge that connects it with its neighbor that has larger ID, and then orient the rest of
the edges consistently.

• For each cycle of � ′ of length strictly larger than A (and hence that it belongs to � ′′), we
can find a pair of neighboring nodes in � within distance A that have both images in � ′′ .
Their bits encode the orientation of the cycle.

Thus, we obtain a balanced orientation for� by spending$ (A ) rounds. Hence, the only remaining
thing to be done is to prove the existence of ( ′′ when A = Δ

$ (U ) . Let Ā = YA , for a small-enough
constant Y to be fixed later. We start by computing a set (̄ of nodes of� ′′ that satisfies the following.

• All nodes of � ′′ are within distance 2Ā from a node in (̄ .
• The distance of any pair of distinct nodes in (̄ is at least 2Ā + 1.

Note that such a set can be computed greedily. For small-enough Y, this set clearly satisfies Property
1, but it may not satisfy Property 2 and Property 3. We now use the Lovász Local Lemma to show
that the nodes of (̄ can be moved along the cycles (to a distance of at most Ā ) in order to satisfy
Property 2 and Property 3. Note that, for small-enough Y, Property 1 remains satisfied.
To each node Ē of (̄ we assign a random variable, with value in {1, . . . , Ā }, that indicates how

much we shift each node towards an arbitrary fixed direction. To each node E of � we assign
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an event that is bad when E does not satisfy Property 2 or Property 3 after the shifting. Let 3 be
an upper bound on the number of events that depend on the same event, where two events are
independent if they do not depend on at least one common variable. Observe the following.

• The number of events that can depend on the same variable is bounded by Δ
3U+1Ā . In fact,

after shifting, a node can land in Ā possible different positions, and in each position, it
affects at most Δ3U+1 nodes of � , since in each 3U-radius neighborhood there are at most
Δ
3U+1 nodes.

• The number of variables that affect the same event is bounded by Δ

2 Δ
3U+1. In fact, if we

consider a node E of � , in its 3U-radius neighborhood there are at most Δ3U+1 nodes. For
each node D among these, there are at most Δ/2 paths that pass through D in � ′. For each
path % that passes through D, since nodes of (̄ are at distance at least 2Ā + 1, and each node
in (̄ is shifted by at most Ā , only one node of (̄ that lies on % can reach D after being shifted.

We can upper bound 3 as Δ3U+1Ā · Δ2 Δ
3U+1 ≤ ĀΔ6U+3. Moreover, we can upper bound the probability

that a bad event happens on a node E as follows. As mentioned before, the number of nodes that
can be shifted into the 3U-radius neighborhood of E is upper bounded by Δ3U+1

Δ/2. The probability

that a shifted node lands in the 3U-radius neighborhood of a node can be upper bounded by Δ
3U+1

Ā ,

since a shifted node could land in Ā possible nodes, but there are at most Δ3U+1 nodes in the 3U-
radius neighborhood of E . A bad event happens on E when at least two nodes are shifted in the
3U-radius neighborhood of E . Hence, by a union bound over all possible pairs, we can upper bound

the failure probability on E as ? ≤
(

Δ
3U+1

Δ/2
2

)

( Δ
3U+1

Ā )2 ≤ Δ
12U+6

Ā 2
. Note that ?3 ≤ Δ

18U+9/Ā . Hence, we

can pick A ∈ Δ
$ (U ) such that 4?3 ≤ 4Δ18U+9/Ā < 1. By the Lovász Local Lemma, this implies that

an assignment of shifts satisfying the requirements exists.

Extension to all degrees. We can extend the proof of Lemma 4 to the case in which nodes are
allowed to have an odd degree and obtain an orientation in which each node E satisfies | degin (E) −
degout(E) | ≤ 1, as follows. Nodes can compute a virtual graph � ′ that is a collection of paths and
cycles, such that each node in � is the endpoint on at most one path passing through it. Then,
nodes can compute � ′′ by discarding paths that are shorter than A . After this, we use the same
advice schema as in Lemma 4 to obtain consistently oriented paths. By mapping the orientation
of the paths to an orientation of the edges of� , we obtain | degin(E) − degout(E) | ≤ 1, as required.
Thus, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 3. Let GΔ be the family of graphs of maximum degree Δ. Let ΠΔ be the problem of

orienting the edges of a given graph� ∈ GΔ such that each node E satisfies | degin(E) −degout(E) | ≤ 1,
where degin (E) and degout(E) are, respectively, the amount of incoming and outgoing edges of E . Then,

there exists a (GΔ,ΠΔ, W0, �,) )-composable advice schema, where W0 = $ (1), �(2, W) = Θ(W3), and

) (U,Δ) = Δ
$ (U ) .

Corollary 4. Let GΔ be the family of graphs of maximum degree Δ. Let ΠΔ be the problem of

orienting the edges of a given graph� ∈ GΔ such that each node E satisfies | degin(E) −degout(E) | ≤ 1.

Then, there exists a uniform fixed-length sparse (GΔ,ΠΔ, 1,Δ
$ (1) )-advice schema.

Extension to splittings on bipartite graphs. Let GΔ be the family of graphs maximum degree Δ,
where all nodes have even degree. Let Π be the problem of computing an edge coloring of� with 2
colors, say red and blue, such that, for each node E of degree 3 , E has the same amount of incident
red and blue edges. This problem is called splitting. We show that, for the problem Π, there exists
a composable schema.
Observe that, if we are given a balanced orientation and a 2-coloring of the nodes, then we

can compute a splitting by coloring red the edges outgoing from white nodes and blue the edges
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outgoing from black nodes. Moreover, if we modify the schema for balanced orientations so that,
on each bit-holding node, we add one bit that denotes the color of the nodes, then the nodes are
also able to recover a 2-coloring of the graph. Thus, we obtain the following.

Corollary 5. Let GΔ be the family of bipartite graphs maximum degree Δ, where all nodes have

even degree. Let ΠΔ be the splitting problem on graphs of GΔ . Then, there exists a (GΔ,ΠΔ, W0, �,) )-

composable advice schema, where W0 = $ (1), �(2, W) = Θ(W3), and ) (U,Δ) = Δ
$ (U ) .

Corollary 6. Let GΔ be the family of bipartite graphs maximum degree Δ, where all nodes have

even degree. Let ΠΔ be the splitting problem on graphs of GΔ . Then, there exists a uniform fixed-length

sparse (GΔ,ΠΔ, 1,Δ
$ (1) )-advice schema.

Extension to Δ-edge coloring on bipartite Δ-regular graphs, when Δ is a power of 2. Let GΔ be the
family of bipartite Δ-regular graphs, where Δ is a power of 2. Let Π be the problem of computing
a Δ-edge coloring. We show that, by recursively using the schema for splitting, we obtain the
following corollaries.

Corollary 7. Let GΔ be the family of bipartite Δ-regular graphs, where Δ is a power of 2. Let
Π be the problem of computing a Δ-edge coloring. Then, there exists a (GΔ,ΠΔ, W0, �,) )-composable

advice schema, where W0 = $ (Δ), �(2, W) = Θ((ΔW)3 logΔ), and ) (U,Δ) = Δ
$ (U ) .

Corollary 8. Let GΔ be the family of bipartite Δ-regular graphs, where Δ is a power of 2. Let Π
be the problem of computing a Δ-edge coloring. Then, there exists a uniform fixed-length composable

(GΔ,Π, 1, 5 (Δ))-advice schema for some computable function 5 .

For each 1 ≤ 8 ≤ logΔ, we define the problem Π8 as the problem of computing an edge coloring
of � with 28 colors, such that each color-class induces a Δ/28-regular subgraph. Observe that, by
assumption, for each 8 , Δ/28 is an integer. Note that Π1 is exactly the splitting problem, and solving
Π8+1 given a solution forΠ8 is exactly the problem of computing a splitting for each subgraph given
by the solution for Π8 . Observe that Πlog Δ is exactly the problem of computing a Δ-edge coloring.
Thus, we can solve Π1 given advice for splitting, and we can then solve Π2 given a solution for Π1

and two separate advices for splitting, one for each subgraph given by Π. In total, in order to solve
Πlog Δ, we thus need $ (Δ) advices for splitting. Thus, we obtain the claimed results by applying
Lemma 15 with : = $ (Δ) on the schema given by Corollary 5.

6 Δ-COLORING OF Δ-COLORABLE GRAPHS

Let � be a graph with maximum degree Δ. We show that any such graph that is Δ-colorable can

be colored with Δ colors in$ (logΔ ·
√

Δ logΔ) rounds using 1 bit of initial advice. More precisely,
we design a composable advice schema for the Δ-coloring problem, and then we apply Lemma 16
to obtain a schema that uses 1 bit per node.

Theorem 2. Let GΔ be the family of Δ-colorable graphs. Let ΠΔ be the Δ-vertex coloring problem.

Then, there exists a (GΔ,ΠΔ, W0, �,) )-composable advice schema, where W0 = $ (1) and �(2, W) =

Θ(W3) and) (U,Δ) = max($ (U2 logΔ),$ (U logΔ ·
√

Δ logΔ)).

Corollary 9. Let GΔ be the family of Δ-colorable graphs. Let ΠΔ be the Δ-vertex coloring prob-

lem. Then, there exists a uniform fixed-length (GΔ,ΠΔ, 1,) (U,Δ))-advice schema with ) (U,Δ) =

max($ (logΔ),$ (logΔ ·
√

Δ logΔ)).

The remaining part of this section is dedicated to proving Theorem 2. The formal definition
of advice schema and composability are presented in Definition 1 and Definition 3, respectively.
To recall, in order to prove that a composable schema exists, for any given W ≥ W0 (and hence in
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our case a large-enough constant), and for any given U ≥ �(2, W), we need to provide a schema
of distributing advice bits to the vertices of the graph such that, in any ball of radius U there are
at most W0 bit-holding nodes, and bit-holding nodes must have at most 2U/W3 bits each. More-
over, given such a bit assignment, there must exist an algorithm that can solve Δ-coloring in

max($ (U2 logΔ),$ (U logΔ ·
√

Δ logΔ) time.
To that end, we split the problem of Δ-coloring into three subproblems, one of them can be

solved with a distributed algorithm of bounded locality (i.e., with a runtime that solely depends on
Δ), and for the two remaining ones we design composable schemas. The three independent parts
of our algorithm are as follows.

(1) First, the algorithm computes an $ (Δ2)-vertex coloring in $ (logΔ) time, using an algo-
rithm based on network decomposition which leverages some additional advice.

(2) Then, the algorithm reduces the number of colors to Δ + 1, by using a standard distributed

coloring algorithm, which runs in $ (
√

Δ logΔ) rounds when an initial $ (Δ2)-coloring is
given [7, 22, 46].

(3) Finally, the algorithm reduces the number of colors from Δ+1 to Δ, inspired by distributed

algorithms from [29, 52], leveraging the advice bits to terminate in just$ (logΔ ·
√

Δ logΔ)
rounds.

The second step is a simple application of distributed algorithms with no advice, while the first
and third algorithms rely on some given advice. Below, we formally state the problems to be solved
in steps 1 and 3, and then we design composable schemas for them. Later, we will compose the
schemas into a single one by applying Lemma 15, obtaining Theorem 2.

6.1 U (�2)-vertex coloring

In this section, we consider the following problem.

Problem 1 ($ (Δ2)-coloring). Let � = (+ , �) be a graph with maximum degree Δ. The goal is to
find an assignment of colors � : + → {1, 2, . . . ,$ (Δ2)} such that there are no two vertices D, E
such that {D, E} ∈ � ∧� (D) = � (E).

For this problem, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 5. LetΠΔ be the$ (Δ2)-coloring problem. Then, there exists a (GΔ,ΠΔ, W0, �,) )-composable

advice schema, where W0 = $ (1), �(2, W) = Θ(W3), and) (U, Δ) = $ (U2 logΔ).

Proof. We fix V = W0 = 3, and we show that, for any W ≥ W0, for any constant 2 , and for
any U = max{W3V/2, W3V}, there exists a variable-length (GΔ,ΠΔ, V,$ (U2 logΔ))-advice schema
satisfying that in each U-radius neighborhood there are at most W0 bit-holding nodes.
The algorithm roughly follows the approach that can be used to color a graph via a network

decomposition, which can be described as follows. Let us consider a partition of vertices into

disjoint clusters, each cluster having only Δ
$ (U 2 logΔ) adjacent clusters and a small diameter. In

order to find a proper Δ$ (U 2 logΔ) coloring, we can use a proper Δ + 1 coloring of vertices in each

cluster, and a proper Δ$ (U 2 logΔ) coloring of the cluster graph (i.e., a coloring of the graph where
each cluster is contracted to a point, or, in other words, an assignment of colors to clusters such that
adjacent clusters have different colors). The color of a vertex E in a cluster � is the tuple (color
of E in � , color of �). The first part of the tuple ensures that neighboring vertices in the same
cluster have different colors, and the second part ensures that vertices in two adjacent clusters

have different colors. The total number of colors we use is still Δ$ (U 2 logΔ) . The number of colors
we use can be then reduced to $ (Δ2) by using a few rounds of Linial’s coloring algorithm [45].
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Lemma 6. [45] Let us consider a graph with maximum degree Δ and some coloring of its vertices

with colors 1, 2, . . . , 2 . There exists 2 round distributed LOCAL algorithm that finds a proper $ (Δ2)

coloring, if 2 ∈ poly(Δ), or an $ (Δ2 log2) coloring otherwise.

Given that the total number of colors before we start using the reduction described in Lemma 6

is Δ$ (U 2 logΔ) , we need$ (log∗ U) rounds to reduce the number of colors down to $ (Δ2).
In the remaining part of the proof of Lemma 5we show thatwe can define an adequate clustering,

a distribution of advice bits, and an algorithm that using these advice bits finds a proper Δ$ (U 2 logΔ)

coloring of the cluster graph.
In the following, the degree of a cluster is the number of edges with exactly one endpoint in

the cluster. The idea of the advice schema of this section is similar to the idea behind the schema
for graphs with sub-exponential growth. Essentially, we show that we can define a clustering with
clusters that have sufficiently many internal vertices to encode the color of the cluster. However,
to provide such a clustering, we rely on a slightly different idea, namely: we split all clusters into
$ (U2 logΔ) buckets, and let the 8th bucket contain every cluster whose degree is in the interval
[Δ8−1,Δ8). Each bucket receives its own disjoint palette of colors; the 8th bucket receives a palette
of size Δ8 . The clusters from the 8th bucket will be colored only with those colors, and as such the
number of bits describing such a color is at most (8 + 1) logΔ. For any Δ > 1, the total number of
colors in bucket 8 and all smaller buckets is

∑8
9=1 Δ

9
< Δ

8+1.
In the following, by U-independent set we denote a set of nodes that are at pairwise distance at

least U . Generally, our goal is to design the clustering in a way that guarantees that each cluster
assigned to bucket 8 contains an U-independent set of nodes that are capable of storing all the
required (8 + 1) logΔ bits. However, we also need to have some special marker denoting cluster
centers, and we need to take into account that vertices from the U-independent set cannot be too
close to the border of the cluster. Nevertheless, these are some low-level details that can be easily
taken care of by using clusters with radius strictly larger than U + 1.
To define the clustering, we proceed as follows. Let A = 100U2 logΔ. We pick an (A , A )-ruling

set � from � . Then, we assign each vertex from � to the closest vertex from � (breaking ties in
an arbitrary consistent manner, e.g., by joining the cluster of the smallest ID neighbor). That con-
cludes the first part of our construction. Currently, we have clusters satisfying that all nodes that
are within distance A/2 − 1 = 50U2 logΔ − 1 from a cluster center E are guaranteed to belong to
the cluster of E , and such that the degree of the clusters is bounded from above by Δ

A+1. How-
ever, for our advice schema, we need the clusters with degrees larger than Δ

10U to have at least
100U2 log2 Δ + 2 internal vertices that are at least U hops away from the border of the cluster.
To find such a clustering without the high-degree low-volume clusters, we remove some of the

vertices from � , which we call the refining process. To that end, let us consider clustering � we
just built around the nodes from � . Let � ′ be the set of centers of clusters from � . In our refining
process, we gradually remove the clusters from �:

• initially � ′ is equal to � , but it stops being true as soon as we start removing clusters from
� ,

• during the process, � is only a partial clustering, i.e., not all vertices belong to a cluster.

We deem a cluster to be broken when it has degree at least Δ10U but does not have at least Δ9U−2

vertices of distance at least U from its border. In the refining process, we consider all broken clus-
ters one by one, and we ‘repair’ each broken cluster by destroying its neighbors, and possibly
destroying other nearby clusters. Whenever we consider a broken cluster � that is still in � , we
remove from � all other clusters (≠ �) that contain at least one vertex whose distance from the
border of � is smaller than 2U + 1. Thus, the set � ′ still contains the center 8� of said broken cluster,
but has lost one or more other cluster centers.
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In the end, we are left with a set of clusters that have survived the refining process. Furthermore,
we have a set of vertices that no longer belong to any cluster as their cluster was removed from�

by the refining process. Those vertices join the closest high-degree cluster that is still present in
� , and we later call this part of the refining process the re-partition step.

Lemma 7. In the new clustering, broken clusters that survived the refining process have at least

Δ
9U−2 nodes that are at least U hops from their new border.

Proof. For any broken cluster � that is not removed from � , the refining process removed all
clusters (in particular all high-degree clusters) with vertices at a distance at most 2U + 2 from the
border of �. As such, the re-partition step assigns to � all vertices that are at distance at most U
from B’s border, as any other cluster is at least U + 1 hops away, and � is at most U hops away.
Thus, all vertices that were originally in � are now at least U hops away from their new border. In
conclusion, � contains at least Δ10U nodes that are at least U hops away from their new border. �

On a high level, our advice schema uses marker 111 to denote vertices in � , marker 11 to denote
each cluster center (vertices from � ′) and then assigns 1 bit on a sparse set of vertices of the cluster,
to encode the color of the cluster. First, we describe the distribution of bit-holding vertices inside
clusters. Then,we describe the algorithm that using this advice can recover the color of each cluster
in $ (U2 logΔ) rounds.

Clusters with degree at mostΔ10U . If the degree of a cluster is smaller thanΔ10U , we need 10U logΔ
bits of advice to encode the color of this cluster. If the cluster has a radius strictly smaller than
A/2 − 1, then it means that the whole graph is contained in the cluster, and hence no advice is
needed to compute a coloring. Hence, assume that the radius is at least A/2 − 1. Consider a BFS
tree starting from the center E of the cluster. By assumption, there exists a path that lies on the
BFS tree, that does not contain E and any of its neighbors, that does not contain nodes that have
edges connected to nodes outside the cluster and all nodes at distance at most U from them, and
that contains at least A/2 − 4 − U nodes. By picking an (U, U)-ruling set on such a path, we obtain
a set of size at least (A/2 − 4 − U)/(2U + 1) = (50U2 logΔ − 4 − U)/(2U + 1) > 10U logΔ vertices
that can be used in our advice schema. We sort these nodes by their IDs, and we assign to them,
in order, the bits of the color of the cluster.

Clusters with degree larger than Δ10U . By Lemma 7we know that all clusters of degree larger than
Δ
10U have at least Δ9U−2 internal vertices that are U hops away from their border. They either had

it in the clustering around � , or they are clusters that survived the refining process and Lemma 7
guarantees those internal vertices exist.
In such a large set of vertices, there exists anU-independent set of size at least Δ9U−2/ΔU+1

> Δ
7U ,

for Δ > 1. Such an independent set can be found e.g. by a greedy algorithm. Adding a constraint
that vertices cannot be too close to the center of the cluster takes away 1 vertex from the set (the
greedy algorithm used for construction can start from choosing the center). Therefore, we have at
least Δ7U vertices, which for Δ > 1 and sufficiently large U is larger than 50U2 log2 Δ + 2.

Decoding algorithm. Firstly, the algorithm identifies the clustering – all vertices with advice in-
dicating that they belong to � initiate a BFS computation, each vertex E joins cluster of the initiator
8 of the first BFS that reached E (breaking ties in favor of the smallest neighbor ID). This gives the
initial partition into clusters. Then, the clusters act upon the advice denoting whether they are in
� ′ - if they do not belong to � ′, their vertices join the closest high-degree cluster.

That results in the clustering as used by our advice schema. Then, the vertex can identify all
bit-holding vertices, and read bits in the same order that was used by our encoding schema. This
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allows a center to identify a binary representation of the color of the cluster in a proper coloring
of the cluster graph.
Finally, as mentioned, to compute a coloring of vertices, each cluster-center can compute a color-

ing of the vertices in its cluster (it knows the topology of the cluster), and broadcast the computed
colors to all vertices in the cluster. Overall, the time needed for computation is proportional to the
radius of the clusters, which is $ (U2 logΔ). �

6.2 �-coloring

Below, we present a composable advice schema that given Δ + 1 coloring of Δ-colorable graph,
finds a Δ-coloring.

Problem 2. We are given a Δ-colorable graph � with maximum degree Δ, with a proper Δ + 1
coloring � . The goal is to compute a proper Δ-coloring of� .

Lemma 8. Let GΔ be the set of all Δ-colorable graphs with vertices colored according to some proper

Δ + 1 coloring. Let ΠΔ be the Δ-vertex coloring problem, given that on the input vertices are given

a color from some proper Δ + 1 coloring. Then, there exists a (GΔ,ΠΔ, W0, �,) )-composable advice

schema, where W0 = $ (1), �(2, W) = Θ(W3), and ) (U,Δ) = $ (U logΔ ·
√

Δ logΔ).

The remaining part of Section 6.2 is dedicated to the proof of Lemma 8.
The algorithm in our schema relies on ideas similar to those used in [52]. On a somewhat abstract

level, both algorithms start with uncoloring all vertices with color Δ + 1. Then, both have two
steps - first they perform some local computations that reduce the set uncolored vertices to a set
of uncolored vertices that are far apart. Then, given that the uncolored vertices are far apart, they
can be simultaneously handled in a fairly simple way. The difference between our algorithm and
that of [52] is in what is considered far apart and what can be handled in a fairly simple way.
In the remaining part of the proof of Lemma 8,we first recall parts of the algorithm from [52], and

only afterwards, we describe our advice schema. Even though we do not implement the algorithm
from [52] directly, we recall it first as we use some building blocks of that algorithm to define the
behavior of our algorithm and claim that it is indeed correct.

Some details of distributed Δ-coloring algorithm [52]. In Lemma 9, we formulate the observation
from [52] that is the most relevant for designing our Δ-coloring advice schema.

Lemma 9. Let us consider a graph � and a partial proper Δ-coloring, in which uncolored vertices

form a 22 log
Δ
=-independent set �1. Then, there exists a set of vertices - in� such that:

• each vertex from � has exactly one vertex form - at distance at most 2 log
Δ
=,

• vertices from - either have a degree smaller than Δ or have two neighbors with the same color

in the given partial coloring, none on the path shortest path from � to - ,

• shifting colors along the path, in the direction from - to � and recoloring vertices from -

results in proper Δ-coloring.

The set � from Lemma 9 in the informal description above is the set of vertices that are far apart.
Lemma 9 essentially says that if we can reduce the problem of extending partial Δ-coloring (with
no uncolored neighboring vertices) to a variant of the same problem where any two uncolored
vertices are at least 22 log

Δ
= hops from each other, then it can be solved in additional 2 log

Δ
=

rounds. Then, the authors of [52] provide the required reduction, which concludes their Δ-coloring
algorithm.
The reduction starts with choosing as Ω(log

Δ
=),$ (log2

Δ
=) ruling set ', on the set of uncolored

vertices (both vertices and distance constraints are held only on uncolored vertices, but the distance
is defined by shortest paths using all edges). Then, each vertex finds a shortest path to the closest
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vertex from set '′, which is ' extended by vertices of degree smaller than Δ. Now, using these
shortest path trees, the algorithm recolors vertices, considering vertices in a leaf-to-root order.
Whenever an uncolored vertex is considered, it uncolors its parent, and then chooses a color from
the palette of colors not used by its neighbors.
The technical problem here is that neighboring uncolored vertices may need to choose color

simultaneously, and as such some symmetry breaking is needed. To that end, the authors of [52]
use a randomized approach, that in expected $ (log=) rounds can process one layer of the trees.
The authors of [29] handle an analogous problem by a slightly different approach, and employ
Theorem 3 to handle that issue.

Theorem 3. [7, 22, 46] There is a deterministic distributed algorithm that given proper $ (Δ2)

vertex coloring solves the (deg + 1) list coloring problem in time $ (
√

Δ logΔ).

Our advice schema. While it’s possible to design a schema for the Problem 2 in a direct way,
considering the problems of recoloring vertices from � and all other uncolored vertices separately
allows us to focus on one difficulty at a time. For each of the two subproblems we design a com-
posable advice schema, and the final schema from Lemma 8 is obtained by composing them using
Lemma 15.
First, we show the part of our algorithm that reduces the general problem to the problem of col-

oring vertices from some Ω(log
Δ
=) independent set � . To recall, in order to handle this subproblem,

the algorithm from [52] solves a sequence of $ (log2 =) list coloring problems. By a sequence of
$ (log2 =) problems, we mean that we can’t solve them simultaneously, as input for some of those
problems depends on the output of other problems, and those dependencies can form chains of
length $ (log2 =). We leverage advice in a way, that allows us to solve some of those problems si-
multaneously, by encoding the answers to a subset of those problems, in a way that allows running
more of the list coloring algorithms in parallel.

Problem 3. We are given a Δ colorable graph � with maximum degree Δ, with a proper Δ + 1
coloring� . The goal is to compute a proper partial Δ-coloring of� , in which any uncolored vertices
are at a distance at least 22 log

Δ
=, where 2 is the constant 2 from Lemma 9.

Lemma 10. Let GΔ be the set of all Δ-colorable graphs with vertices colored according to some

proper Δ + 1 coloring. Let ΠΔ be the partial Δ-vertex coloring problem described in Problem 3. Then,

there exists a (GΔ,ΠΔ, W0, �,) )-composable advice schema, where W0 = $ (1), �(2, W) = Θ(W3), and

) (U,Δ) = $ (U logΔ ·
√

Δ logΔ).

Proof. We fix V = 3, W0 = 2, and we show that, for any W ≥ W0, for any constant 2 , and for

any U = max{W3V/2, W3V}, there exists a variable-length (GΔ,ΠΔ, V,$ (U logΔ ·
√

Δ logΔ))-advice
schema satisfying that in each U-radius neighborhood there are at most W0 bit-holding nodes.
The general idea is to consider the same shortest path spanning forest used in [52]. However,

instead of processing the trees directly, we choose a set of relay vertices, and regular uncolored
vertices use them to define another set of shortest path trees, later used for recoloring.
A proper set of relay vertices can be found as follows. Let us consider an Ω(log

Δ
=),$ (log2

Δ
=)

ruling set ', and the shortest path spanning forest � as in the distributed algorithm [52]. To define
the relay vertices, we consider vertices in � in layers.
The initial layer is just the set of vertices in '. Then, each layer is a (2U + 22) logΔ maximal

independent set of vertices, at distance (2U + 22) logΔ from the vertices in the last layer. Such
selection guarantees that:

• for each relay vertex there is some space to deposit advice bits
• relay vertices from layer 8 are not too far from the relay vertices from layer 8 − 1
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• each uncolored vertex is close to a relay vertex

Advice schema: to provide all needed advice, it is enough for us to mark all the relay vertices
with 11, all vertices from the ruling set with 111, and additionally encode the color in the resulting
coloring of each of those vertices. Since the vertices are (2U +22) logΔ hops away from each other,
each can use the part of a path between the nodes of length (U + 11) logΔ to store one bit per
vertex, leaving 2U hops of free vertices between the bit holding vertices. Overall, that gives more
than logΔ bits, which is sufficient to encode the color of the marked vertex.
Algorithm: Our algorithm can first recolor all vertices in local neighborhoods of relay vertices.

To that end, all vertices explore their$ (U logΔ) neighborhoods and reconstruct the shortest path
trees around the relay nodes. Then, the algorithm uses the same technique as in [52] (process
vertices on paths, leaf to root), but instead of a randomized step that breaks the symmetry, it uses
Theorem 3 as in the algorithm from [29]. In total, this step is the most time-consuming part of the

algorithm and takes$ (U logΔ ·
√

Δ logΔ) time. The result is that all non-relay nodes that are not
in ' were colored.
Then, the relay vertices can assign to themselves a new color (decoded from the advice bits

scattered in its $ (U logΔ) hop neighborhood), which leaves us with the task of re-coloring the
vertices on the paths between the relay nodes. Each relay node knows its ancestor in the previous
layer of relays, as such the vertices on the paths that need recoloring can be identified, and new
colors can be assigned. �

Fixing coloring of root vertices. Finally, let us consider the last subproblem, of extending partial
Δ-coloring into proper Δ-coloring, given that the uncolored vertices are at a distance larger than
Ω(log

Δ
=). The standard algorithms use a somewhat brute-force approach, that for each uncolored

vertex finds a sequence of recolorings that if applied, results in a proper Δ-coloring. By Lemma 9, a
set of such nonoverlapping sequences can be found by exploring$ (log

Δ
=) hop neighborhoods of

all uncolored vertices. Once again, one can see this sequence of recolorings as a sequence of depen-
dent problems and the advice can be used to both define the sequence and make the dependency
chains shorter.

Problem 4. We are given a graph � with partial Δ-coloring � , such that any two vertices D, E
such that � (E) = ⊥ and � (D) = ⊥ are at distance larger than 22 log

Δ
=, where 2 is a constant from

Lemma 9. The goal is to compute a proper Δ-coloring of� .

Lemma 11. Let GΔ be the set of all Δ-colorable graphs with vertices partially colored according to

some properΔ-coloring, in which any two uncolored vertices are at a distance larger than 22 log
Δ
=. Let

ΠΔ be the problem described in Problem 3. Then, there exists a (GΔ,ΠΔ, W0, �,) )-composable advice

schema, where W0 = $ (1), �(2, W) = Θ(W3), and ) (U,Δ) = $ (U).

Proof. We fix V = 3, W0 = 2, and we show that, for any W ≥ W0, for any constant 2 , and for any
U = max{W3V/2, W3V}, there exists a variable-length (GΔ,ΠΔ, V,$ (U))-advice schema satisfying
that in each U-radius neighborhood there are at most W0 bit-holding nodes.
By Lemma 9 we know that there exists a set of vertices - such that each uncolored vertex in �

has a vertex from - such that � can be properly colored by shifting the colors along the shortest
paths from uncolored vertices to vertices from - and recoloring vertices in - with a free color.
Our composable advice schema puts:

• markers 111 on each of the vertices from - ,
• markers 11 on every 2U + 10th vertex on the shortest paths from the uncolored vertices to
vertices from - (leaving one block of unmarked vertices of length slightly longer, but at
most two times longer, to accommodate for the fact that the length of the path may be not
divisible by 2U + 10),
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• marker 1, on a neighbor of each vertex marked with 11, in the direction of - along the
shortest path.

Such a schema deposits at most 3 bits per vertex and has at most 2 bit holding vertices in any ball
of radius U .
Decoding algorithm: to compute the paths, each vertex with no color or with marker 11 gathers

its 2U + 22 hop neighborhood. For each vertex, such information is sufficient to identify 2U + 22
predecessors and successors on the shortest path between uncolored vertices and- , and a direction
towards - . This information can be then broadcasted by each vertex marked by 11 to all vertices
on the path. Then, the path vertices can update their color accordingly.
As for vertices with marker 111, they wait for other vertices to recolor and then recolor them-

selves. The property of vertices was that either they have a low degree (and then they always can
recolor themselves with a color no larger than Δ), or that they have two neighbors of the same
color, none being on the selected shortest paths from � to - . As such, after recoloring the vertices
from - still have at least one free color to choose from (as they still have degrees smaller than Δ

or two neighbors with the same color). �

7 3-COLORING 3-COLORABLE GRAPHS

In this section, we devise an algorithm that colors any 3-colorable graph with 3 colors in poly(Δ)
communication rounds, given 1 bit of advice per node. More in detail, we prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 4. Let G be the family of 3-colorable graphs. Let Π be the problem of computing a 3-
coloring. Then, there exists a uniform fixed-length (G,Π, 1,Δ$ (1) )-advice schema.

Throughout this section, we assume that the input graph� is 3-colorable. We start by giving an
informal overview of the encoding schema and the 3-coloring algorithm.
On a high level, the idea of the encoding schema is to fix a greedy 3-coloring (with colors 1, 2, 3),

mark each node of color 1 with bit 1, and then add bit 1 in a few other places to indicate which
2-coloring (with colors 2 and 3) is chosen in each large component obtained by removing nodes
of color 1. (For small components, i.e., those of diameter upper bounded by some large enough
function from poly(Δ), we do not need to give advice, as the nodes can just consistently choose
one of the two 2-colorings by gathering the whole component.) One challenge here is to make sure
that 1-bits that indicate that the respective node is of color 1 (which we call 1-bits of type 1) are
distinguishable from 1-bits that indicate the 2-coloring of a large component (which we call 1-bits
of type 23). Another difficulty is how to encode the chosen 2-colorings without compromising the
schema for distinguishing between the two kinds of 1-bits. Also, it should be noted that inside each
large component, we need to distribute sufficiently many 1-bits so that for each node inside the
component, its distance to one of those 1-bits is upper bounded by some function from poly(Δ).
In fact, we need something slightly stronger, namely, that each node inside a large component is
in at most poly(Δ) distance (inside the component!) to sufficiently many of those 1-bits to infer
the 2-coloring chosen by the encoding schema for the respective component.
Our solution for distinguishing between 1-bits of type 1 and type 23 is simple: a 1-bit at some

node E is of type 1 if and only if E has at most one neighbor that is assigned bit 1. To indicate the
2-coloring of a large component� , we will assign 1-bits to nodes inside the component such that
the following properties are satisfied for the subset ( ⊆ + (�) of nodes of� assigned a 1-bit:

(1) Each node of� is in distance at most poly(Δ) (inside the component) to some node of ( .
(2) The nodes of ( can be partitioned into groups such that inside each group all nodes are

“close together”, whereas any two nodes of ( from different groups are “far apart” (making
the groups distinguishable).
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(3) In each group, the nodes of the group form either one or two connected components, and
if the number of connected components is 1, the smallest-ID node in the component has
color 2, whereas if the number of connected components is 2, the smallest-ID node among
all nodes in both components has color 3.

With this 1-bit encoding of (parts of) the fixed greedy coloring, the design of a 3-coloring al-
gorithm becomes fairly natural. First, each node D collects a sufficiently large neighborhood to
determine whether it has color 1 in the greedy coloring (in which case D outputs color 1), and, if
not, whether it is in a “small” or a “large” component of nodes of colors 2 and 3. If D is in a small
component, it (and all other nodes in the component) simply outputs the color it would receive
in a simple fixed deterministic coloring schema of the component. If D is in a large component, it
determines a close-by group of 1-bits, infers from the number of connected components in that
group the color of the smallest-ID node of that group in the greedy 3-coloring, and then outputs
the color that it would receive in the unique 2-coloring of its component that respects the color of
the aforementioned smallest-ID node.
By design, the described 3-coloring algorithm recovers the fixed greedy 3-coloring for all nodes

of color 1 and all large connected components, while it produces a correct 2-coloring with col-
ors 2, 3 (that may or may not coincide with the fixed greedy 3-coloring) on the small connected
components, yielding a proper 3-coloring of� .
Before describing the encoding schema and the 3-coloring algorithm more formally, we prove a

technical lemma that will be useful for the design of the encoding schema. The lemma essentially
states that in$ (Δ) distance of each node in a component of nodes of colors 2, 3 in the fixed greedy
3-coloring, there are 1 or 2 nodes in the component with the property that if the node(s) is/are
assigned bit 1, then the assigned 1-bits are of type 23, and for no node of color 1 the number of
1-bits in its 1-hop neighborhood increases by more than 1.

Lemma 12. Let � be a 3-colorable graph and assume that a proper greedy 3-coloring (with color

1, 2, 3) of the nodes of � is given. Let � be a maximal connected component of the subgraph induced

by the nodes of colors 2 and 3. Assume that the diameter of � is at least 2Δ and consider any node

E ∈ + (�). Then at least one of the following holds:

(1) There exists a nodeF ∈ + (�) satisfying dist� (E,F) ≤ Δ such that F has at least two neigh-

bors of color 1 in� .
(2) There exist two neighbors G,~ ∈ + (�) satisfying dist� (E, G) ≤ Δ and dist� (E,~) ≤ Δ such

that G and ~ do not have a common neighbor of color 1 in � .

Proof. Assume there is no node F with the stated property (otherwise we are done). This
in particular implies that any node in distance at most Δ from E in � has exactly one neighbor of
color 1 in� (as the given 3-coloring is a greedy 3-coloring). For E , letD denote this unique neighbor.
Consider any path E = E0, E1, . . . , EΔ of length Δ starting in E . (Such a path must exist as otherwise
the diameter of� would be strictly smaller than 2Δ.) AsD has degree at most Δ and E is a neighbor
of D, at least one node from {E1, . . . , EΔ} is not a neighbor of D. This implies that there is some
index 0 ≤ 8 ≤ Δ− 1 such that exactly one of E8 and E8+1 is a neighbor of D. As both E8 and E8+1 have
exactly one neighbor of color 1 in � , it follows that E8 and E8+1 constitute nodes G and ~ with the
properties described in the lemma. �

Nowwe are set to formally describe our encoding schema.While it might not be immediately ob-
vious why some objects that the schema computes along the way exist, we will show subsequently
in Lemma 13 that they indeed exist.

The encoding schema. Fix an arbitrary greedy 3-coloring i : + (�) → {1, 2, 3} of the nodes of �
(i.e., each node of color 8 has neighbors of all colors < 8). Assign bit 1 to all nodes of color 1.
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Let�2,3 denote the graph induced by the nodes of colors 2 and 3. Let�
∗
2,3 denote the subgraph of

�2,3 obtained by removing all maximal connected components of diameter1 at most 4000Δ9 from
�2,3.

For each maximal connected component� of �∗
2,3, do the following.

Compute a (2000Δ9, 2000Δ9)-ruling set '� (where distances are with respect to � , not �). For
each node A ∈ '� , do the following.
Choose a set &A with the following properties.

(1) |&A | = 12Δ6.
(2) For any node E ∈ &A , we have dist� (A , E) ≤ 600Δ9.
(3) For any two distinct nodes E1, E2 ∈ &A , we have dist� (E1, E2) ≥ 50Δ3.

For each node E ∈ &A , do the following.
Select either a nodeF or two nodes G,~ as described in Lemma 12, applied to E . Denote the set

of selected nodes by (E (i.e., either (E = {F} or (E = {G,~}). Denote by )E the set of all nodes of
+ (�) that

(1) do not share a neighbor of color 1 with some node from (E , and
(2) are neither neighbors of nor identical to nodes in (E.

Choose a node E ′ and a path %E of length Δ starting in E ′ such that

(1) all nodes of %E are contained in )E , and
(2) dist� (E, E

′) ≤ 20Δ3.

Select either a node F ′ or two nodes G ′,~′ as described in Lemma 12, applied to E ′, with the
additional constraint that the selected node or a pair of nodes must be contained in %E . Denote the
set of selected nodes by ( ′E (i.e., either (

′
E = {F ′} or (′E = {G ′,~′}).

Let C(�∗
2,3) denote the set of all maximal connected components� of�∗

2,3. For each� ∈ C(�∗
2,3),

and each A ∈ '� , select one node EA,� ∈ &A such that each node of color 1 in � has at most one
neighbor in the set

⋃

�∈C(�∗
2,3 ),A ∈'�

(

(EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,�

)

.

Now, for each component� ∈ C(�∗
2,3) and each ruling set node A ∈ '� , assign 1-bits to a subset

of (EA ,� ∪(′EA ,� as follows. Let B denote the smallest-ID node in (EA ,� ∪(′EA ,� , and let -B ∈ {(EA ,� , (
′
EA ,�

}

denote the one of the two sets containing B . If B is of color 2, then assign bit 1 to all nodes in -B . If
B is of color 3, then assign bit 1 to all nodes in (EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,� .

Finally, assign bit 0 to all nodes that have not been assigned bit 1 so far.

Well-definedness of the encoding schema. The following lemma shows that the encoding schema
is well-defined, i.e., that all objects that the encoding schema computes along the way do indeed
exist.

Lemma 13. The encoding schema is well-defined.

Proof. We show the existence of the objects the encoding schema computes along the way in
the order in which they appear in the schema (omitting discussions of trivially existing objects).
The existence of a (2000Δ9, 2000Δ9)-ruling set follows from the fact that any maximal independent

set on the power graph �2000Δ9
is a (2000Δ9, 2000Δ9)-ruling set on � (and the fact that maximal

independent sets trivially exist on any graph as they can be found by a simple greedy algorithm).

1Wheneverwe refer to the diameter of a component� , we refer to its strong diameter, i.e., to the diameter of the component

in� , not in� .
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Next, consider the set &A with the mentioned properties (for some fixed A in some component
�). Since� is a component of�∗

2,3, we know that� has diameter larger than 4000Δ9, which implies

that there is a node A600Δ9 that is at distance exactly 600Δ9 from A in� . Let (A = A0, A1, A2, . . . , A600Δ9)

be a shortest path from A to A600Δ9 . Then the set &A := {A8 ·50Δ3 | 1 ≤ 8 ≤ 12Δ6} satisfies the
properties specified in the encoding schema.
Next, the existence of a nodeF or two nodes G,~ as described follows from Lemma 12.
Now, consider node E ′ and path %E . We begin the proof of their existence by bounding the

number of nodes in + (�) \ )E . Observe that there are at most 2Δ2 nodes that share a neighbor
of color 1 with some node from (E since |(E | ≤ 2. Observe further that |(E | ≤ 2 also implies
that there are at most 2Δ + 2 nodes that are neighbors of or identical to some node in (E . Hence,
|+ (�) \)E | ≤ 2Δ2 + 2Δ + 2 ≤ 6Δ2. Now consider a node E20Δ3 that is at distance exactly 20Δ3 from
E in � (whose existence again follows from the fact that � has diameter larger than 4000Δ9). Let
(E = E0, E1, E2, . . . , E20Δ3) be a shortest path from E to E20Δ3 . Since |+ (�) \ )E | ≤ 6Δ2, there must
be a subpath (E8, E8+1, . . . , E8+Δ) of length Δ such that all nodes on the subpath are contained in
)E . Therefore, by setting E ′ := E8 and %E := (E8 , E8+1, . . . , E8+Δ), we ensure that E

′ and %E satisfy the
properties stated in the encoding schema, concluding the existence proof for E ′ and %E .
To show the existence of a node F ′ or two nodes G ′, ~′ as described in the schema, it suffices

to observe that the proof of Lemma 12 also works with the additional restriction that the selected
nodeF ′ or the selected two nodes G ′, ~′ are contained in %E (as the proof, in fact, starts by finding
such a path).
Finally, the last andmost interesting part of proving thewell-definedness of the encoding schema

consists in showing that the desired nodes EA,� satisfying the property specified in the schema ex-
ist. We show this existence by using the Lovász Local Lemma (LLL). Define an LLL instance as
follows.
For each� ∈ C(�∗

2,3), and each A ∈ '� , let-A,� denote the uniformly distributed random variable
with value set &A . For each node D of color 1, let �D denote the event that there are two different
pairs (�, A ) ≠ (�′, A ′) with �,�′ ∈ C(�∗

2,3) (where possibly � = �′), A ∈ '� , and A
′ ∈ '�′ such that

D has both a neighbor in (-A ,�
∪ (′-A ,�

and a neighbor in (-A ′,�′ ∪ (′-A ′,�′
.

Next, we bound the number of random variables an event �D depends on. Observe that for each
set &A (where A ∈ '� for some � ∈ C(�∗

2,3)), each node E ∈ &A , and each node F ∈ (E ∪ ( ′E ,

we have dist� (A ,F) ≤ dist� (A , E) + dist� (E,F) ≤ 600Δ9 + 20Δ3 + Δ ≤ 700Δ9 (by Lemma 12 and
the distance properties stated in the description of the encoding schema). Hence, for any two
different pairs (�, A ) ≠ (�′, A ′) (as specified above), and any two nodes D ∈ &A , E ∈ &A ′ , we have
((D∪(

′
D )∩((E∪(

′
E) = ∅: either we have� ≠ �′, in which case (D∪(

′
D ∈ + (�) and (E∪(

′
E ∈ + (�′) are

subsets of the node sets of different components, or� = �′ and A ≠ A ′, in which case the computed
distance upper bound of 700Δ9, together with the fact that the nodes in '� have a pairwise distance
of at least 2000Δ9 in � , ensures that any node in ((D ∪ (′D) has a distance (in �) of at least 600Δ9

from any node in ((E ∪ (′E). By the definition of the �D , it follows that each event �D depends on
at most Δ random variables (as D has at most Δ neighbors).
Vice versa, we claim that for any random variable -A,� , there are at most (12Δ6 · 4 · Δ) = 48Δ7

different events �D that depend on -A,� : this simply follows from the facts that 12Δ6 is an upper
bound for the number of sets of the form (E ∪ (′E for some E ∈ &A , 4 is an upper bound for the
number of nodes in any such (E ∪ (′E , and Δ is an upper bound for the number of events each such
node can affect. We conclude that the dependency degree 3 of our LLL instance is upper bounded
by 3 ≤ Δ · 48Δ7

= 48Δ8.
Now we bound the probability that an event �D occurs. Observe that for any two distinct nodes

D ≠ E contained in the same&A , and any two nodes D̂ ∈ (D∪(
′
D and Ê ∈ (E∪(

′
E, we have dist� (D̂, Ê) >
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0, due to dist� (D, E) ≥ 50Δ3, dist� (D, D̂) ≤ 20Δ3 + Δ ≤ 21Δ3, and dist� (E, Ê) ≤ 20Δ3 + Δ ≤ 21Δ3

(where � denotes the component containing A ). Hence, ((D ∪ ( ′D) ∩ ((E ∪ (′E) = ∅ for any two
such D, E . It follows that for each event �D , and each random variable -A,� that �D depends on,
the probability that D has a neighbor in (-A ,�

∪ (′-A ,�
is at most Δ/|&A | = 1/(12Δ5). This implies

that for any two distinct random variables -A,�, -A ′,�′ the probability that D has a neighbor in both
(-A ,�

∪(′-A ,�
and (-A ′,�′ ∪(

′
-A ′ ,�′

is upper bounded by 1/(144Δ10). Recall that�D depends on at most

Δ random variables; hence, by union bounding over all the (less than Δ
2) pairs of random variables

that �D depends on, we obtain an upper bound of Δ2/(144Δ10) = 1/(144Δ8) for the probability ?

that �D occurs.
Now we are ready to apply the Lovász Local Lemma. By the bounds established above, we know

that 4?3 ≤ 4 · 1/(144Δ8) · 48Δ8
< 1. By the Lovász Local Lemma, this implies that there exists an

assignment to the random variables -A,� such that none of the events �D occurs. In other words,
it is possible to select, for each� ∈ C(�∗

2,3), and each A ∈ '� , a node EA,� such that for each node D
of color 1 there exists at most one pair (A ,�) such thatD has a neighbor in ((EA ,� ∪(′EA ,� ). Moreover,

for any fixed pair (A ,�) and any node D of color 1, at most one neighbor of D is contained in
((EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,� ), by the guarantees provided by Lemma 12 and the construction of (′E (which ensures

that (′E ⊆ )E ). Hence, the aforementioned selection of nodes EA,� indeed satisfies the property
specified in the encoding schema, concluding the proof. �

Before formally describing the algorithm that uses the computed advice for computing a 3-
coloring, we prove a useful property related to the encoding schema.

Lemma 14. Let i : + (�) → {1, 2, 3} be the greedy coloring fixed at the beginning of the encoding
schema, and let 1 (E) denote the bit that the encoding schema assigns to a node E . Then i (E) = 1 if

and only if the following two properties hold: 1 (E) = 1 and there is at most one neighborF of E with

1 (F) = 1.

Proof. Consider a node E with i (E) = 1. Then, the encoding schema guarantees that 1 (E) = 1.
Moreover, observe that any node D with i (D) ≠ 1 and 1 (D) = 1 is contained in

⋃

�∈C(�∗
2,3 ),A ∈'�

(

(EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,�

)

,

and that each node of color 1 has at most one neighbor in this set. Hence, E has at most one
neighborF with 1 (F) = 1.
Now, for the other direction, consider a node E with i (E) ≠ 1. If 1 (E) ≠ 1, we are done; thus

assume 1 (E) = 1. As above, we obtain that E is contained in

⋃

�∈C(�∗
2,3 ),A ∈'�

(

(EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,�

)

.

By the definitions of (EA ,� and (′EA ,� (and the guarantees specified in Lemma 12) and the choice of
exactly which nodes of color ≠ 1 receive a 1-bit, this implies that E has at least two neighbors of
color 1 or E has a neighbor D of color ≠ 1 that also receives bit 1. As we are done in the former
case, assume the latter, i.e., that E has a neighbor D with i (D) ≠ 1 and 1 (D) = 1. Since i is a greedy
coloring and i (D) ≠ 1, we know that E has a neighbor F of color 1 (which therefore satisfies
1 (F) = 1). As i (D) ≠ 1, we have F ≠ D, which implies that E has two neighbors that receive bit
1. �
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The 3-coloring algorithm. The algorithmA for computing a 3-coloring using the advice provided
by the encoding schema proceeds as follows. Each node that receives bit 1 and has at most one
neighbor receiving bit 1 outputs color 1. Let us call the set of these nodes , . Each node D ∈

+ (�) \, collects its (4000Δ9 + 1)-hop neighborhood in + (�) \, . If the maximal connected
component � (D) in + (�) \, containing D is of diameter at most 4000Δ9, then D outputs the
color it would receive in the unique proper 2-coloring of the nodes of � (D) that assigns color 2
to the node in � (D) of smallest ID. Otherwise, D selects a node F in � (D) that receives bit 1 and
satisfies dist� (D ) (D,F) ≤ 3000Δ9. (Such a nodeF exists as the encoding schema guarantees that D
is in distance at most 2000Δ9 from some node A ∈ '� (D ) , which in turn is in distance at most 600Δ9

from a node EA,� (D ) that has distance at most 20Δ3+Δ to some node in (EA ,� (D)
∪(′EA ,� (D)

that receives

bit 1, and all these distances are in � .) Then, D determines the number # of maximal connected
components of nodes that receive bit 1 in the (30Δ3)-hop neighborhood of F in � (D). Moreover,
D determines the node G of smallest ID among all nodes in the (30Δ3)-hop neighborhood of F in
� (D) that receive color 1, and computes its distance to G in � (D). If # = 1 and dist� (D ) (D, G) is
even, then D outputs color 2. If # = 1 and dist� (D ) (D, G) is odd, then D outputs color 3. If # > 1
and dist� (D ) (D, G) is odd, then D outputs color 2. If # > 1 and dist� (D ) (D, G) is even, then D outputs
color 3. This concludes the description of A. In the following theorem, we show that A produces
a correct 3-coloring, and bound its runtime.

Theorem 5. Algorithm A outputs a proper 3-coloring in$ (Δ9) rounds.

Proof. After collecting its (4000Δ9 + 2)-hop neighborhood, each node D of � can determine
whether it outputs color 1 and, if it does not output color 1, which nodes of � are contained in
its (4000Δ9 + 1)-hop neighborhood in� (D). As this information suffices to compute D’s output,A
terminates in $ (Δ9) rounds.
The remainder of the proof is dedicated to proving the correctness ofA. More precisely, we will

show that A outputs the greedy coloring i fixed at the beginning of the encoding schema, except
on maximal connected components of �2,3 of diameter at most 4000Δ9, on which instead it will
output the unique 2-coloring with colors 2, 3 that assigns color 2 to the smallest-ID node of the
component. We denote this modified coloring byk . Ask is a proper 3-coloring, it suffices to show
that A outputsk .
Consider first nodes of color 1 in k . These nodes have color 1 also in i , and by Lemma 14 and

the definition of A, it follows that these nodes output color 1, as desired.
Next, let D be a node withk (D) ≠ 1 for which� (D) has diameter at most 4000Δ9. By the defini-

tions of A andk , node D outputs preciselyk (D).
Finally, let D be a node with k (D) ≠ 1 for which the diameter of � (D) is strictly larger than

4000Δ9. Observe that each node in� (D) receives the same color underk as under i . Consider the
nodeF selected by D in A. By the definition of the encoding schema, there exist nodes A ∈ '� (D )

and EA,� (D ) ∈ &A such that F ∈ ((EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,� ). As essentially already observed in the proof of

Lemma 13, we know that for any A ′ ∈ '� (D ) satisfying A ′ ≠ A , and any node ~ ∈ ((EA ′,� ∪ (′EA ′,� ),

we have dist� (D ) (F,~) ≥ 600Δ9. By the specification of which nodes receive bit 1 in the encoding
schema, it follows that any node in the (30Δ3)-hop neighborhood of F in � (D) that receives bit
1 is contained in (EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,� . Vice versa, since any two nodes in (EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,� have distance at

most Δ + 20Δ3 + Δ in � (D) and F ∈ ((EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,� ), all nodes from (EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,� are contained in

the (30Δ3)-hop neighborhood of F in � (D). Hence, it suffices to restrict attention to which nodes
from (EA ,� ∪(′EA ,� receive bit 1 in the encoding schema in order to determine which color D outputs
according to A.
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From the design of the encoding schema (in particular from the fact that ( ′EA ,� ⊆ )EA ,� ), we know
that no node in (EA ,� is a neighbor of a node in (′EA ,� . Moreover, the graph induced by the nodes

in (EA ,� is connected, and the graph induced by the nodes in (′EA ,� is connected as well. Observe

further that either all nodes of (EA ,� receive bit 1 or none of them, and the same holds for (′EA ,� . More

specifically, the design of the encoding schema ensures that if the smallest-ID node in (EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,�
is of color 2, then there is exactly one maximal connected component of nodes that receive bit 1 in
the (30Δ3)-hop neighborhood ofF in� (D) (i.e., # = 1), and the smallest-ID node among all nodes
in the (30Δ3)-hop neighborhood of F in � (D) is identical to the smallest-ID node in (EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,�
(which implies k (G) = i (G) = 2). Similarly, the encoding schema ensures that if the smallest-ID
node in (EA ,� ∪ (′EA ,� is of color 3, then # = 2 and k (G) = i (G) = 3. Now observe that in k = i

(on � (D)), the colors of D and G are identical if dist� (D ) (D, G) is even, and the colors of D and G

are different if dist� (D ) (D, G) is odd (simply by the fact that k = i is a proper 2-coloring on � (D)).
Going through the four different cases regarding the size of # and the parity of dist� (D ) (D, G), we
conclude that the design of A ensures that D outputsk (D).
Hence, A outputs precisely k on the nodes of � , which implies that A outputs a proper 3-

coloring. �

8 STRUCTURAL RESULTS AND LOWER BOUNDS

Our main goal here is to show that if we were able to solve all LCLs with some constant number of
bits of advice per node, it would violate the Exponential-Time Hypothesis (ETH) [38]. However, to
do that we need to first show a structural result, which is also of independent interest: algorithms
that make use of advice can be made order-invariant, i.e., they do not need the numerical values of
the identifiers.

8.1 Order-invariance

In general, in an advice schema our advice bits may depend on the numerical values of the iden-
tifiers, and the algorithm A that solves the problem may make use of the advice bits and the
numerical values of the identifiers. However, here we will show that we can essentially for free
eliminate the dependency on the numerical values of the identifiers.
A distributed algorithm is called order-invariant [50] if the output remains the same if we change

the numerical values of the identifiers but preserve their relative order. Put otherwise, an order-
invariant algorithm may make use of the graph structure, local inputs (which in our case includes
the advice), and the relative order of the identifiers, but not the numerical values of the identifiers.
Naor and Stockmeyer [50] showed that constant-time distributed algorithms that solve LCL

problems can be made order-invariant, and since then order-invariant algorithms have played
a key role in many lower-bound results related to constant-time distributed algorithms, see e.g.
[33, 34].
We say that graph problem Π is component-wise-defined if the following holds: a valid solu-

tion for graph � is also a valid solution for a connected component that is isomorphic to � . Put
otherwise, we can always solve Π by splitting the graph into connected components and solving
Π separately in each component. In essence all graph problems of interest (especially in the dis-
tributed setting) are component-wise defined, but one can come up with problems that do not
satisfy this property (a trivial example being the task of outputting the number of nodes in the
graph).
We say that graph problemΠ is a finite-input problem if the nodes and edges are either unlabeled,

or they are labeled with labels from some finite set Σin.
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We will here prove the following result. We note that it is applicable to LCL problems (they are
component-wise defined, and in any LCL we have a bounded Δ and bounded alphabets Σin, Σout),
but also to many other problems that are not locally checkable.We emphasize that we will assume
some bound on the maximum degree Δ, but if we have an encoding schema that works for any Δ,
we can apply the following result separately for each Δ.

Theorem 6. Fix a maximum degree Δ. Assume that Π is a finite-input component-wise defined

graph problem, in which the task is to label nodes with labels from some finite set Σout. Assume that

we can solve some graph problem Π with some distributed algorithm A in ) rounds using V bits of

advice. Then we can also solve Π with an order-invariant algorithm A′ in ) rounds using V bits of

advice.

Proof. Let � be the encoder that, given a graph� (with some unique identifiers), produces V-bit
advice strings that A can then use to solve Π.
In the first steps, we follow the basic idea of Naor and Stockmeyer [50] to manipulate A. Algo-

rithm A is a mapping from labeled radius-) neighborhoods to local outputs; we write here # (E)

for the radius-E neighborhood of node E , and we let B = Δ
)+1 be an upper bound on the number of

nodes in # (E).
In general, we can encode all information in # (E) as follows:

(1) The set of unique identifiers - ⊆ {1, 2, . . . }, with |- (E) | ≤ B .
(2) The structure ( of the neighborhood, which includes the graph topology, the relative order

of the identifiers, local inputs, and the advice bits.

So we can reinterpret A as a function that maps a pair (-, () to the local output A(-, () ∈ Σout.
But we can equally well interpret A as a function � that maps - to a type �(- ) = � , where �

is a function that maps ( to the local output � (() ∈ Σout; we simply let �(- ) (() = A(-, (). The
second interpretation turns out to be convenient.
Let us now make our life slightly easier by noticing that we can always pad - with additional

identifiers (that use values larger than any value in - ), so that we will have |- | = B .
Then we make the key observation: there are only finitely many different structures ( . This fol-

lows from the assumptions that Δ is a constant, Π is a finite-input problem, and ) is a constant.
Furthermore, Σout is finite, so � is a mapping from a finite set to a finite set, and follows that there
are only finitely many different types � . Let < be the number of possible types, and identify the
types with 1, 2, . . . ,<.
With this interpretation, � defines a coloring (in the Ramsey-theoretic sense) of all B-subsets of

natural numbers with< colors, that is, it assigns to each subset - ⊆ {1, 2, . . . } with |- | = B some
color �(- ) ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,<}. By applying the infinite multigraph version of Ramsey’s theorem, it
follows that there exists an infinite set of natural numbers � and a single canonical type � ∗ such
that for any - ⊆ � we have �(- ) = � ∗. Set � is called a monochromatic set.
Now let us stop for a moment and digest what we have learned so far: if our unique identifiers

came from the set � , then we will have A(-, () = �(- ) (() = � ∗((). That is, A will then ignore
the numerical values of the identifiers and only pay attention to the structure ( . However, this is
a big if; in general our identifiers can be arbitrary, and even adversarial.
Let us now continue; we will now modify the encoder �. We construct a new encoder �′ that

works as follows. Assume we are given a graph� , together with some assignment of unique iden-
tifiers. The encoder �′ first constructs graph �1 by re-numbering the identifiers (but preserving
their order) so that all identifiers in �1 come from the monochromatic set � .
Now we would like to apply encoder � to �1, but we cannot. Our encoder may assume that

the identifiers in an =-node graph come from the set {1, 2, . . . , poly(=)}, while now we have made
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our identifiers astronomically large. But to fix this we exploit the fact that Π is component-wise
solvable. We simply construct a new graph � that consists of sufficiently many copies of � , such
that the first copy is�1, with unique identifiers coming from � , while in the other copies we assign
identifiers from {1, 2, . . . } \ � . This way we can arrange things so that � has # nodes, for some
(very large) number # , and the identifiers are assigned from {1, 2, . . . , # }.

Now � is a valid instance, and we can feed it to the encoder �, which will label it with V-bit
labels so that if we apply A to � and these labels, we will correctly solve Π in each component
of � . In particular, we will correctly solve Π in �1. Moreover, in component�1, algorithm A will
apply order-invariant algorithm � ∗ in all neighborhoods, ignoring the numerical values of the
identifiers.
However, we needed an encoding for our original graph � , with the original set of identifiers.

To do that, we proceed as follows. We make the above thought experiment, to construct the advice
for � . Then we simply copy the advice bits from component�1 to the original graph� .
If we now applied A to solve Π in � , it does not necessarily work. However, if we apply

A′ (-, () = � ∗ (() to solve Π in � , it will behave in exactly the same way as applying A in �1.
Hence,A′ will also solve Π correctly in� . Furthermore,A′ is by construction order-invariant. �

We note that the encoder �′ constructed above is not practical or efficient (even if the original
encoder � is). But as we will see next, merely knowing that A′ exists can be sufficient.

8.2 Hardness assuming the Exponential-Time Hypothesis

In Section 4 we saw that in graphs with subexponential growth, any LCL can be solved with
one bit of advice per node. We now show that one bit does not suffice in general, assuming the
Exponential-Time Hypothesis [38].
Recall that the Exponential-Time Hypothesis states that 3-SAT cannot be solved in time$ (2X=)

for some X > 0, where = is the number of variables in the 3-SAT instance. We prove the following:

Theorem 7. Fix any V . Assume that for every LCL problem Π there is some ) such that Π can be

solved in ) rounds with V bits of advice. Then the Exponential-Time Hypothesis is false.

Proof. Suppose there is some V such that all LCL problems can be solved with V bits of advice.
We show how to then solve 3-SAT in time$ (2Y= ·= · 5 (Y, V)) for an arbitrarily small Y > 0, violating
the Exponential-Time Hypothesis.
Consider some 3-SAT instance q , with = variables and< clauses. By applying the sparsification

lemma by [39], we can assume w.l.o.g. that< = $ (=).
Now turn q into a bipartite graph, with nodes representing variables on one side and nodes

representing clauses on the other side. Each node is labeled by its type (variable or clause) and
each edge E2 is labeled to indicate whether the variable E is negated in the clause 2 . This results in
a bipartite graph with = +< = $ (=) nodes, and each clause-node has degree at most 3. Hence, the
total number of edges is at most 3<.
Variable-nodes may have arbitrarily high degrees, but the sum of their degrees is bounded by 3<.

We replace each variable-node that has degree higher than 3 by a cycle of variable-nodes, with the
new edges labeled by equality constraints. This results in a graph in which all nodes have degree
at most 3, and the total number of nodes is bounded by 3< +< = $ (=). Let �0 be the resulting
graph, let =0 = $ (=) be the number of nodes in �0, let Δ0 = 3 be the maximum degree, and let
ℓ0 = $ (1) be the number of node and edge labels that we used to encode the instance.
Now it is easy to define an LCL problem Π0 such that a solution of Π0 in graph �0 can be

interpreted as a satisfying assignment of the variables in formula q , and vice versa.
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Now assume that we have defined an LCL problem Π8 and a graph�8 with =8 nodes, maximum
degree Δ8 , and ℓ8 labels; the base case 8 = 0 was presented above. We will now define a new LCL
problem Π8+1 and a new graph �8+1 as follows. We contract edges in �8 to construct �8+1 so that
we satisfy two properties: each node in�8+1 represents$ (1) nodes of�8 , but the number of nodes
is =8+1 ≤ =8/2. This can be achieved by e.g. greedily contracting edges, favoring the edges whose
endpoints currently represent the smallest number of nodes of �8 .
We label the nodes of �8+1 so that given the input labels of the nodes, we can also recover the

original graph �8 . As each node represents a bounded number of original nodes, and the original
graph had maximum degree Δ8 , the new graph will have maximum degree Δ8+1 that only depends
on 8 . Also, the number of labels ℓ8+1 will be bounded by a constant that only depends on 8 .
Nowwe can define an LCL problemΠ8+1 such that a valid solution ofΠ8+1 in�8+1 can be mapped

to a valid solution of Π8 in�8 , and hence eventually to a satisfying assignment of q , and conversely
a satisfying assignment of q can be turned into a valid solution of Π8+1. In essence, the output label
of a node in �8+1 captures the output labels of all $ (1) nodes of �8 that it represents.
Continuing this way for Θ(log(V/Y)) steps, we can construct a graph �8 with fewer than Y=/V

nodes. Furthermore, there is some LCL problem Π8 such that q is a yes-instance if and only if there
is a valid solution of Π8 in �8 .
By assumption, there exists a distributed algorithm A that solves Π8 with V bits of advice per

node. Using Theorem 6, we can also assume thatA is order-invariant. Hence,A is a finite function,
and we can compute A in constant time (where the constant depends on 8 , which depends on V

and Y, but is independent of =).
Now we simply try out all possible strings of advice; there are at most 2Y= such strings. For each

advice combination, we try to apply A to solve Π8 in �8 ; we simulate A at each of the =8 = $ (=)

nodes. If and only if q is satisfiable, we will find an advice string such that A succeeds in solving
Π8 . The overall running time is$ (2Y= · = · 5 (Y, V)). �

9 COMPOSABILITY

We now prove that, given many composable schemas, it is possible to combine them into a single
composable schema.

Lemma 15. Let P = {Π1, . . . ,Π: } be a set of : problems satisfying that, for each problem Π8 , there

exists a (G,Π8 , W8, �8 ,)8 )-composable advice schema S8 . Each problem Π8 is allowed to be defined with

the promise that the input contains a solution for a subset of problems in {Π1, . . . ,Π8−1}.

LetΠ be the problem that requires to output a solution for each problemΠ1, . . . ,Π: when no solution

for any Π8 problem is given. Then, there exists a (G,Π, W0, �,) )-composable advice schema S, where:

• W0 =
∑:

8=1 W8 ;

• �(2, W) = max{
(2:W )3 ⌈log: ⌉

2
, �1(2, 2:W), . . . , �: (2, 2:W)};

• ) is defined as follows. Let � be a directed acyclic graph of : nodes, where each node corre-

sponds to a problem in P , and there is a directed edge from Π8 to Π 9 if Π8 is defined such

that it receives as input a solution for Π 9 . For a directed path % = (Π81 , . . . ,Π83 ) in � , let

cost(U,Δ, %) :=
∑

1≤ 9≤3)8 9 (U,Δ). Then, ) (U,Δ) := max% ∈� cost(U,Δ, %).

Proof. We need to prove that, for any constant 2 > 0 and any W ≥ W0, for any U ≥ �(2, W), there
exists V ≤ 2U/W3 such that:

• There exists a variable-length (G,Π, V,) (U,Δ))-advice schema ( .
• For each� ∈ G, the assignment given by ( to the nodes of� satisfies that, in each U-radius
neighborhood of� , there are at most W0 bit-holding nodes.
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Hence, in the following, let 2 > 0 be an arbitrary constant, let W be an arbitrary integer that is at
least W0, and let U be an arbitrary integer that is at least �(2, W).
For a composable schema S, let S(2, U) be the schema that is part of the collection S obtained

by using parameters 2 and U . Let� = (+ , �) ∈ G, and let 58 := S8 (2, U). We now define, recursively,
: functions ℓ8 mapping nodes into bit-strings. Let ℓ1 := 51(�), and let $1 be the solution that the
nodes would compute for Π1 when given ℓ1 as advice. Let succ� (Π8 ) be the set of nodes reachable
by Π8 in � , that is, the set of problems for which Π8 is assumed to receive a solution as input.
Observe that succ� (Π8 ) ⊆ {Π1, . . . ,Π8−1}. Let �8 be defined as the graph � where nodes are also
labeled with the solutions {$ 9 | Π 9 ∈ succ� (Π8 )}. We define ℓ8 := 58 (�8), and $8 as the solution
that nodes would compute for Π8 when given the advice ℓ8 .
For each node E , let �(E) = {(8, ℓ8 (E)) | 1 ≤ 8 ≤ : and |ℓ8 (E) | > 0}. Observe that, by the

definition of W0 and by construction of �(E), in each U-radius neighborhood, there are at most
W0 nodes E with non-empty sets �(E). Moreover, by the definition of W0 and �, each string ℓ8 (E)

satisfies |ℓ8 (E) | ≤ 2U/(2:W)3.
Each set �(E) can be encoded by using 2U/W3 bits, as follows. First, each pair (8, ℓ8 (E)) is encoded

by using at most ⌈log:⌉ + 2⌈log(2U/(2:W)3)⌉ + 1 + 2U/(2:W)3 bits by concatenating the bit-string
representation of 8 , followed by ⌈log |ℓ8 (E) |⌉ 1s, followed by a 0, followed by the bit-string repre-
sentation of |ℓ8 (E) |, followed by ℓ8 (E). Observe that such a string can be decoded to recover the pair.
Then, the bit-strings of the pairs are concatenated into a single bit-string ℓ� (E), that has length
at most : ⌈log:⌉ + 4:2U/(2:W)3 ≤ 5:2U/(2:W)3 ≤ 2U/W3, where the first inequality holds by the
definition of �. The schema ( is defined as the one using, ℓ� (E), for each� ∈ G.
Nodes can solve Π as follows. First, each node E decodes its own advice, obtaining a string ℓ8 (E)

for each 1 ≤ 8 ≤ : . Then, nodes consider the graph � : problems that are sinks in � can be solved
in parallel, and after that, nodes can recurse on the subgraph of � induced by problems that still
have to be solved. In total, they spend ) (U,Δ) time. �

Lemma 16. LetS be a (G,Π, W,�,) )-composable advice schema. Then, there exists a uniform fixed-

length sparse (G,Π, 1,) ′)-advice schema (′, where ) ′ := $ (U + ) (U,Δ)) and U := �(2, W) for a

small-enough constant 2 .

Proof. Let 2 be a small-enough constant to be fixed later, and let U = �(2, W). Let ( be the advice
schemas for Π obtained from Definition 3 by using parameters 2 and U . Let � = (+ , �) ∈ G. Let
ℓ be the bit-assignment of the schema ( on the graph � . We define the schema ( ′ by providing a
function ℓ′ that maps each node of + into a single bit.
We define a clustering of the bit-holding nodes as follows. Let � ⊆ + be the set of bit-holding

nodes. Take an arbitrary node E ∈ � and remove it from � . Initialize a cluster� as� = {E}. Then,
repeatedly perform the following operation, until nothing new is added to �: take a node D in �

that is at distance at most 3 := U/(10W) from at least some node in � , remove D from � , add D to
� . Then, recurse on the remaining nodes of � to create new clusters.

We first prove that each cluster� has size bounded by W . Assume, for a contradiction, that there
exists a cluster � that contains strictly more than W nodes, and consider the set of nodes �′ ⊆ �

of size exactly W + 1 obtained while constructing � . Since each node of �′ has a neighbor in �′ at
distance at most 3 , we get that all nodes in �′ must be at pairwise distance at most W3 = U/10.
Consider an arbitrary node E ∈ �′. We obtain that, in its U-radius neighborhood there are at least
W + 1 nodes, which is a contradiction with the definition of composable advice schema.

In the following, we define the function ℓ′. At first, define ℓ′ by assigning a 1 to each bit-holding
node, and 0 to all the other nodes. Then, for each cluster� , we operate as follows. Let # (�) be the
set of nodes at distance at most 3/4 from the nodes in � . Observe that, for two different clusters
� and �′, it holds that the nodes in # (�) are at distance at least 3/2 from all the nodes in # (�′).
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For each node E ∈ # (�), let GE be the distance between E and its nearest node in� . There are two
cases:

• There is a node I satisfying GI ≥ 3/8 + 10. In this case, we will modify the assignment of
bits in a suitable way.

• There is no node I satisfying GI ≥ 3/8 + 10. In this case, we will leave the assignment as is.
In fact, in this case, the whole graph has diameter bounded by $ (U), and hence the nodes
can solve Π by brute force, without the need of advice.

In the following, we present the bit-assignment for the clusters of the former case. Let E1, . . . , E:
be the bit-holding nodes of � , sorted by their ID. Recall that the : ≤ W , and that each bit-holding
node has a bit-string of length at most 2U/W3. Let � = (!1, . . . , !: ), where !8 = ℓ (E8 ). We encode
the array � by using at most 42U/W2 bits, as follows. Each !8 is encoded by writing ⌈log |!8 |⌉ 1s,
followed by a 0, followed by the bit-string representation of |!8 |, followed by !8 , which requires at
most 42U/W3 bits. Then, we concatenate the obtained bit-strings, in ascending order of 8 , obtaining
a string !. Note that, given !, it is possible to recover �.
Then, we create a new bit-string, by replacing each 0 of ! with a sequence of W + 1 1s followed

by a 0, and each 1 of ! with a sequence of W + 2 1s followed by a 0. Let !′ be the obtained bit-string.
Note that this string has length at most (W + 3)42U/W2 ≤ 162U/W , and that it is possible to recover
! given !′.

Recall that 3/8 = U/(80W). We fix 2 small enough so that 162U/W < 3/8. Consider the path
% = (E1, . . . , E3/8) obtained as follows. Node E1 is I (that is, the node satisfying GI ≥ 3/8 + 10), and
node E8+1 is an arbitrary neighbor of E8 satisfying GE8+1 = GE8 −1.We pad the string !′ to be of length
exactly 3/8 by adding 0s. Then, for each 8 , we set ℓ′ (E8) as the 8th bit of !′ (possibly overriding the
0 that has been previously assigned).
We now prove that, given the assignment provided by the function ℓ′ , it is possible for the nodes

to solve Π. First, each node E gathers its U-radius neighborhood #̄ (E). By looking at #̄ (E), node E
can see which nodes within distance U are marked 1. Among them, node E can recognize which
nodes correspond to bit-holding nodes, and which nodes correspond to nodes that encode bits of
!′:

• Nodes that form connected components of size at most W correspond to bit-holding nodes.
• Nodes that form components of size W + 1 or W + 2 correspond to nodes that are encoding
bits of !′.

Then, each bit-holding node E can compute which bit-holding nodes within distance U from E

belong to the same cluster � of E . Then, E can sort the nodes of � by their IDs. Then, bit-holding
nodes consider the nodes within distance 3/8 + 10 from� and their assigned bits, and in this way
they are able to recover !′. If no !′ is present, it means that the whole graph has diameter $ (U),
and hence all the nodes can solve Π by brute force. Otherwise, nodes can decode !′ to obtain the
array �, and hence the advice for Π. Then, in ) (U,Δ) time, nodes can solve Π.
Finally, observe that, by making 2 small enough (and possibly increasing U suitably), we can

make the ratio between assigned 1s and assigned 0s an arbitrarily small constant. �
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